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Curd measure approved by committee

Boards of regents may get new member
stantine Curris, who successfully
weathered an attempt by the Murray board to fire him last year.
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said he supported the bill because
the staff personnel were the most
stable group of employees at the
universities, and were without
representation on the boards.
Hines backed a successful 1980
bill that added a staff member to
the University.of Louisville board.
The current bill would add them to
the boards at Northern Kentucky,
Western Kentucky, Eastern Kentucky, Morehead State, Murray
State and Kentucky State universities.
The committee also approved 21
"housekeeping" bills, drafted by
an interim subcommittee headed
by Hines to remove outdated or
duplicative Sections of the education statutes.
The only measure that

generated any discussion was a
bill to remove the word "gross"
from gross immorality in setting
out grounds for dismissal of
teachers.
Rep. Harry Moberly, DRichmond, unsuccessfully tried to
amend the bill to remove immorality entirely as grounds for
dismissal.
Rep. Terry Mann, D-Newport,
said he also opposed letting a
small group, such as a school
board, ddermine whether a person had acted immorally or not.
But Ellington said he feared
there might be instances when a
teacher could act in an obviously
immoral manner but not
technically be guilty of any official misconduct.

County digging from under winter storm
• From Staff, AP Reports .
Murray Independent and
Calloway County schools remained closed today as local residents
were. recovering _eight inches of
snow Tuesday. Eastwood Christian School also
remained closed while Murray
State University was in session.
However, university night classes
were canebled Wednesday. According to a university
spokesman, a decision "about
Thursday, night classes was to be
announced at noon':
. Decisions about Friday classes
at all schools will not be made until later today.
Despite efforts by the city street
department, city roads remain
slick and unthawed in spots, according to Police Chief Jerry Lee.
He complimented motorists for
precautionary driving and asked
citizens to drive only when
necessary.

1982
SERENITY — The huge snow-covered pines at Memorial Baptist
orm
Church appear serene Wednesday morning after the snowst
passed.

Lee also commended Mayor
Holmes Ellis and Street Department Supervisor Robert Butler for
their work in clearing streets.
Street department crews have
worked around the clock the past
two days, Butler said. Today, one
grader is plowing suburban areas
to help mail carriers with their
routes.
Crews also are placing salt
mixes at intersections and hills.
Police have been informing crews
of slick spots in roads so they also
can be treated with salt, Butler
said. '
A minimum number of minor
accidents, caused by weather conditions, also have been reported,
Lee added.
Joe Bruce Wilson, county road
supervisor, today described counry roads as bad and slick in
several places. He said three
gradersMwo plows and one rock
truck continue to work on county

roads.
The heaviest snow was in
western and southern Kentucky,
where six inches fell at Cadiz and
Elkton and five inches at
Paducah, Bowling Green and
Hopkinsville.
Farther north and east,
Madisonville, Louisville and,
Shelbyville had two inches of snow
and Frankfort had three inches.
There were also some unusual
problems. About 400 guests at
Louisville's Hyatt Regency Hotel
were awakened by an emergency
call about 2 a.m. Wednesday. The
recording was triggered by a fire
alarm when a frozen pipe on the
hotel's second floor caused the
sprinkler system to leak. There
was no trouble, and the guests
were soon back in their rooms,the
hotel reported.
The storm also proved to be a
business boost for National By
Products of Harrodsburg, a com-

pany that removes dead farm
animals, as well as for stores that
sell batteries, snow tires .and
chains. Travel problems were limited to
minor accidents and sjow rushhour traffic in most areas,
especially along the Ohio River,
(Continued on Page Two)

Wreck details
not available
Extent of injuries at a vehicletrain wreck-at Highway 1346 in
Dexter was not available at press
time.
Names and details of the incident also were not available.
According to Phil Owens, Murray fire marshall, injuries were
reported and the jaws of life was
sent to the scene about 10:10 a.m.

Bodies buried in river after plane crash
WASHINGTON (AR) — Scores
of bodies were entombed in the icy
Potomac River today as bitter
winter weather hampered efforts
to recover victims from a Floridabound jet that crashed into a
bridge seconds after taking off in
a snowstorm.
The crash killed 75 of the 80 people on the plane. Airline officials
said five other people were killed
xi the bridge where cars were
broadsided as they inched across
the span laden with rush-hour
traffic. The impact _sheared the
tops off some of the cars.
At least five people were plucked from the fragments of the plane
or from the river water, cold
enough to kill in minutes.
The Boeing 737, carrying 75
passengers 'and five crew
members, took off from National
Airport, clipped a span of the 14th
Street Bridge, then toppled into
the river barely 10(14(ard.s from A
second span crowded with corn-

SLIPPING AND SLIDING — With area schools dismissed because..
of the snow, youngsters had time to engage in winter playtime activities. Heath Ryan,son of Mr.and Mrs. Larry Ryan,tries to hang to
asaucer as he goes down a snow-covered hill.

muters headed home to Virginia
in the driving snow. •
Ira Furman, spokesman for the
National Transp rtation Safety
Board, said tIkere as no hint why
t 90 to Tampa
Air Florida
and Fort Lauderdale crashed, but
one of the survivors said he had an
uneasy feeling from the start.
"I had a pretty good indication
things weren't going .right when
we started down the runway,"
said Joseph Stiley, 42, a licensed
private pilot from Alexandria, Va.
"I think it might have been just a
little bit heavy from the ice."
The airport control tower
reported no distress calls from the
doomed plane during its few
seconds of flight-Wednesday. The
last crash of a commercial plane
at National,a smallish 40-year-old
airport snuggled on the Wrginia
bank of the Potomac, was in 1949.
Furman said federal safety inbe looking at the
vestigators

weather, human factors,
everything." One of the first steps
will be to examine cockpit flight
recorders once the split pieces of
the two-engine jet are fished from
the river, hopefully today.
The blue and green airliner had
just taken off from National Airport, where it had been serviced
by American Airlines. The airport
had been closed temporarily to
clear snow from the runway until
about an hour before the aircraft
took off.
Visibility was about a half mile,
close to the minimum. Three inches of snow had fallen, and it was
snowing heavily at the time of the
crash.
Frank Taylor, director of the
National Transportation Safety
Board's bureau of accidents investigations, said the de-icing
solution sprayed.on the plane during a turn-around from Florida
was impounded. He said samples

also were taken from fuel tanks
used to supply the plane.
Among other areas to be examined: weather and runway_ conditions, the weight of the plane
and the conditions of its engines.
The Federal Aviation Administration says there is no
mason to suspect air traffic controller error for the crash.
"From preliminary information, it has absolutely nothing to
do with the air traffic controllers," said spokesman Ted
Maher at FAA headquarters.
Divers and others had managed
to pull only nine Odies from the
plane's wreckage or from the
river water during the four hours
before darkness and floating
shards of ice made their work impossible.
"It's too dangerous to dive down
there tonight," said one police
diver. "There's no use in losing
, —
good divers."

General Assembly briefed about unemploymeni

a.

FRANKFORT,Ky. I AP) — The
General Assembly, which has
already gbtten down to considering the budget and redistricting,
got its first look at another tough
issue today in just its second week
of business.
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State Labor Commissioner John
Wells was to brief a joint meeting
of the House and Senate Labor and
Industry Committees on the current situation with unemployment
insurance.
Kentucky is facing a major
deficit in paying fecipients of
unemployment insurance and the
current General Assembly must
-come up with a solution.
Meanwhile, on Wednesday the
state senate move closer to a final
vote on redrawing the boundaries
of its members' legislative
districts, a move that has at least
one member very unhappy.
Sen. Jon Ackerson, R Louisville, used terms such as
"disenfranchisement" to describe
the plan approved Wednesday and
sent to the full Senate by the State
Government Committee.
The plan would move Ackerson's suburban -Jefferson County
district more than 200 miles to the
southeast to take ip _part of Knox

County and.the counties sf Clin- an area which I am at least
ton, McCreary, Wayne and geographically close to," he said.
In addition, the plan would give
Whitley.
stern Kentucky residents
southea
the
nt
Ackerson will represe
district until his term expires In a senator who lives nearby,
1987 and he said the move would Ackerson said.
leave the 95,000 residents of the \ In other action, the Senate apnew district without a senator proved a bill sponsored by Sen.
close to them until that time.
Eugene Stuart, R-Prospect, that
In a speech on the Senate floor would require state agencies to
Wednesday afternoon, Ackerson give an explanation when they fail
acknowledged that a majority of to implement recommendations
his colleagues are "comfortable resulting from an audit.
with" the proposal. But he also
Under the bill, which now goes
asked their consideration of
to the House, th'E agencies would
another one that he introduced.
report both to the state auditor
, Under his plan, Ackerson would
remain a resident of the 34th
District, which also would include
Shelby and Spencer counties and
parts of Bullitt and Oldham.
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and the Legislative Research
Commission if they do not adopt
the auditor's recommendations.
The House Education Committee approved and sent to the full
House a bill to add a voting
representative of staff employees
to the boards of regents of the six
regional universities.
The bill's sponsor, Rep. Freed
Curd, D-Murray, said he feels the
staff of the universities, which
comprise nearly 60 percent of the
employees, should have a
representative since there are
members of the faculty and
students on the-boards.
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Redistricting plan designer/A:optimistic

FRANKFORT, Ky. iAP —
Activities scheduled Thursday,
the 8th day of the 1982 General
Assembly. .
Senate Committees
9 a.m. — Counties and
.Special Districts, Room 107,
Capitol Annex:
9 a.m. -- Appropriations and
Revenue, education budget
hearings. Room 110, Annex.
10 a.m. — Banking and Insurance, Room 107, Annex.
11 a.m. — Education, Room,
105, Annex. ,
Health and Welfare,
Noon
Room 105, Annex.
House Committees
8 a.m. Budget Review Subcommitte on Justice and
- Judiciary of the Appropriations
and Revenue Committee,
budget hearing on corrections.
10 a.m. — Agriculture and
Small Business, Room 104, Annex.
11 a.m. — Appropriations and
. Revenue, Room 107, Annex.
Noon — State Government,
Room 110. Annex.
Joint Committees
8 a.m. — Labor and Industry,
- update by Labor Commissioner
John Wells on unemployment
. insurance. Room 110, Annex.
Other
1 p.m. — House Republican
caucus. Room 12, Annex.
1 p.m. — Senate convenes.
2 p.m. — House convenes.

becomes law later this year.
By DIANA TAYLOR
And those residents would not
Associated Press Writer
have a senator of their own until
FRANKFORT, Ky.(AP) — The
the 1988 legislative session, he
designer of a redistricting plan for
said, just two years before the
Kentucky's 38 senatorial districts
Senate will redistrict again.
expects his proposal to come
Ackerson will represent the curbefore the General Assembly's uprent district until his term expires
per chamber next week.
in 1987. He would not be eligible to
And Sen. Pat McCuiston,
represent the 34th District after
Pembroke, is optimistic about its
that time because he would not be
chances.
The Senate State Government--_Aresident.
Committee approved the plan
Ackerson also has charged that
Wednesday after an appeal from
the move was politically
the man whose district would be
motivated, designed to preserve
most affected by the proposed
the seats of Louisville-area
changes.
Democrats. Jefferson County
He is Sen. Jon Ackerson,
must lose one of its eight Senate
Louisville, who would spend the
seats due to a decline in populabulk of his current term represention reflected in the 1980 census.
ting constituents in southeastern
plan
is
if
McCuiston's
Kentucky
adopted.
Ackerson's 34th District currently includes portions of suburban Jefferson County. Under the
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
redistricting plan it would be
State Superintendent of Public Inshifted to the southeastern Kenstruction Raymond Barber feels
tucky counties of Clinton, Mche could fight a tight budget better
Creary, Wayne, Whitley and part
with more flexibility to shift
of Knox County.
funds.
That, according to Ackerson,
"What we would like to see in
would leave the 95,000 residents of
the budget, since it is so tight, is to
the southeastern counties without
have some flexibility to shift
a senator who lives close to them
money from one line item to
after the redistricting plan
another," Barber told members of

After-the-move blues disappear quickly when
you enjoy a friendly WELCOME WAGON visit.
It's fry and so helpful.
I'll present gifts of greeting and invitations
redeemable for more gifts from civic-minded
businesses. I'll also present useful information
and supply good shopping tips.

Colony Park Station Wagon
Approx. 33,000 miles, V-8 automatic:
power steering, power brakes, air, cruise
control, Power windows, AM-FM, tape
_
w,C.B., roof rock, extra nice car.

I'm the WELCOME WAGON Representative,
and I'd like to stop by to say "Hello." A visit is
easy to arrange and such a treat. Call me.
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"One reason I got you over here
is to get more money for education," Barber told the dozen
lawmakers who attended the
meeting.
"I would be tickled to death if I
could get what I requested," he
said. "It is in your hands and your
colleagues as to what I get."
Barber said one of the major
areas of the budget on which he
disagrees with the governor is cutting back on extended employ-

FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky's milk-marketing law
results in higher prices for con
sumers and should be repealed,
according to a study conducted for
the state Department of
Agriculture.
Murray State economists James
F. Thompson and W. Frank-Edwards, who wrote the study, also
said that, while the law may not
profess to be a price-setting
mechanism,it is one.
And, "at the very least," the
study said, the state's Milk
Marketing and Antimonopoly
Commission should include equal
representation of consumers and
dairy industry representatives.
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ment for many local school personnel.
"This is the one area I have gotten more calls about," Barber
said.
Brown has proposed cutting extended employment from 55 to 25
days for all but superintendents
and assistant superintendents.
Barber said it would cost ;7.4
million over the biennium to retain the extended employment for
other employees, which allows
many school officials such as principals tc be kept on salary during
the summer vacation months.

Agriculture Commissioner the milk plus the cost of doing
Alben Barkley II, who requested business.
Among other benefits, the law
the study, may recommend
changes in the law to the 1982 ensures a stable milk market and
General Assembly. But Barkley protects small processors, acsaid Wednesday that he had not cording to its supporters.
But opponents argue that the
decided what action, if any, to
law deprives consumers of lower
take.
"The report is very complicated prices, decreases consumption
and I intend to take considerable and leads to confusion within the
time to study it before I make any industry,because of the difficulty
in defining "costs."
decision about it," Barkley said.
The study found that the law
But he added that he would
make a decision before the 1982 adds more ihan 18 cents a gallon
to retail milk prices in Kentucky.
General Assembly ends.
Kentucky's milk marketing law
The economists found that Kenmandates that milk may not be tucky's milk prices are generally
sold below cost — defined on the higher than those in states which
retail level as the price paid for have no regulatory laws.

LEXINGTON, Ky.(AP) — U.S.
Attorney Louis DeFalaise says he
and his staff are taking charge of
the special federal grand jury at
Lexington without prejudice or
deference toward those in high office.
"No one should be treated better
or worse for who they are or what
position they hold," DeFalaise
said Wednesday,"and as long as I
have anything to do with it, they
won't."
The newly appointed federal
prosecutor said he attached no importance to his being a Republican
while the grand jury has focused
on the administrations of
Democratic former Govs. Wendell
Ford and Julian Carroll.
His only interest, he said, was
the "expeditious" conclusion of
the investigation.
"I assure you, if there's action
to be taken, it will be taken,"
DeFalaise said. \

He spoke at a news conference
with Lee J. Radek, deputy chief of
the U.S. Justice Department's
public integrity section in
Washington.
Public-integrity attorneys have
directed the investigation since
then-U.S. Attorney Patrick Molloy
and his staff withdrew in August
1979. DeFalaise's staff resumes
control Jan.25 when a second
special grand jury will be empaneled by U.S. District Judge
Bernard T.'Moynahan Jr.
Asked if he would rule out requesting an extension of the
panel's 18-month term, DeFalaise
said, "If it's needed, we'll ask for
it. If not, we won't."
The first special grand jury was
disbanded last month, 2'1 years
after it began investigating alleged corruption in state government.
DeFalaise refused to say
whether the new grand jury would

... (Continued from Page One)
where snowfalls were closest to cold,. Dr. Chenette said. "Dry"
cows — those with no calves —
the two-inch mark.
"The cold weather has put a need UM -feed, hoWever, than
strain on our drivers, too," said cows that are nursing.
"Unfrozen water is essential for
National By Products spokesman
Janet Woosley. "We have had 'to cattle maintenance in extreme
hire extra drivers and we still weather," she said. "Farmers
can't keep up with the- calls com- should check electric waterers
and water tanks frequehtly to be
ing in."
sure they aren't frozen. ...The
apparently
The cold weather
took most farmers by surprise, critical temperature factor for
cattle is a minus-22 degrees when
she said.
"A number of calls the company no wind is blowing and it increases
n'farmers to a plus-27 degrees when a 20 mile
has received were 11'151whose cattle had walked out on an hour wind is present."
Dr. Chenette also cautioned
ice-covered ponds the day after
to check cows that are
farmers
fallen
had
and
frozen
had
they
-eillifitig in bad weather. Newborn
through and drowned,"
Woosley said. "And we are look- calves often are "stressed" when
ing for another bad day.,.because dropped in deep snow or during
periods of subzero temperatures
of the heavy snow..."
Dr. Carla Chenette, a beef- and may need extra care until
cattle specialist at the University they receive their first milk.
Ironically, the state's snowfall
of Kentucky, said it is dangerous
helping small grainscrops, said
is
to leave animals in fields with
David Van Sanford, a UK
Dr.
of
bodies
deep
other
ponds or
agronomist.
water in cold weather.
"More snow cover will help in"One cow will walk out on the
ice without any harm coming to sulate small grain crops from the
her, but then several will even- extremely cold weather," he said.
tually follow her out there and the - "It also will provide the crops with
weight becomes too much for the beneficial moisture when the snow
"ice to support and they all break melts."
In the east, amounts ranged
through the ice and drown," she
five inches at Jackson and
from
said.
Still, the cattle need access to four at London and Ashland to two
water and they need 20 percent and one-half inches at Hazard and
more feed when it's extremely three inches at Middlesboro.
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Barber used the meeting to continue his push for greater funding
for education than has been proposed by Gov. John Y. Brown Jr.
Brown's proposed budget is $80

million less than proposed by
Barber.
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the House and Senate Education
Committees on Wednesday.
"Give us a little flexibility to
manage the money you give us,"
Barber said.
Barber held an informal
meeting with the lawmakers at
the State Board of Education
room to discuss the proposed
education budget for 1982-84.

U.S. attorney re-enters probe;
indicted men awaiting trial

SuferPaintn.
, La ex SemiGloss Enamel
0111 • 707 Stylish Colors
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In addition, the plan would give
southeastern Kentucky residents
a senator who lives nearby,
Ackerson said.
The Louisville Republican said
later in an interview that he does
not expect his proposal'to get
serious consideration in the
Senate. He also said.that his plan
would not change the plans approved by the committee for most
other districts.
But McCiliston took issue with

that, inventing his own phrase —
with a play on the word gerrymandering —. to describe
Ackerson's plan.
Pointing to various districts,
McCuiston commented, "Look
how he's salamandering up
there."
In other action, the Senate approved a bill sponsored by Sen.
Eugene Stuart, R-Prospect, that
would require state agencies to
explain their reasoning when they
fail to implement recommendations resulting from an audit.
Under the bill, which now goes
to the House, the agencies would
report both to the state auditor
and the Legislative Research
Commission if they do not adopt
the auditor's recommendations.

Study calls for milk law repeal

After the move, enjoy a E
WELCOME WAGON® visit.
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1
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In defending his proposal,
Ackerson said he did not design it
to benefit himself since his district
would be one of a Democratic persuasion. "But I have given myself
an area which I am at least
geographically close to," he said.

Barber seeking flexibility to shift funds

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

753-2617

In a speech on the Senate floor
Wednesday afternoon, Ackerson
acknowledged that a majority of
his colleagues are "comfortable
with" the proposal. But he also
asked their consideration of
another one that he introduced.
Under his plan, Ackerson would
remain a resident of the 34th
District, which also would include
Shelby and Spencer counties and
parts of Bullitt and Oldham.
Those counties, or parts of
them, currently are contained in
the 20th District; where they
would remain under the
committee-approved plan. Under
Ackerson's plan, the 20th District
would include Franklin, Anderson, Mercer and Jessamine counties.

Sherwin-Williams
Charge Plans
Available

concentrate on Carroll's administration.
"We will neither confirm nor
deny that anyone is a target of the
investigation," he said.
DeFalaise and Radek said assistant U.S. Attorneys Robert E.
Rawlins and James A. Zerhusen
would conduct grand jury sessions
under the supervision of First
Assistant U.S. Attorney Robert
Trevey.
John Fitzgibbons, a publicintegrity attorney who joined the
investigation several months ago,
would also participate, DeFalaise
and Radek said.
The public integrity section
"will continue to advise and
assist" local prosecutors and its
attorneys will try cases pending
from the first grand jury,
DeFalaise said.
Joseph M. Lawless, one of three
public-integrity attorneys
originally assigned to the investigation, is being reassigned to
Washington at his request, Radek
said.
Three men indicted by the first
grand jury are awaiting trial.
Former state Democratic chairman Howard "Sonny" Hunt Jr.
and former Insurance Commissioner Harold B. McGuffey were
charged in connection with an
alleged insurance-kickback
scheme.
Frankfort engineering executive David W. Clark was indicted last month on charges of
perjury, contempt and mail fraud.
The charges included an allegation that he lied to the grand jury
by denying that he and Hunt had a
business relationship.
The first grand jury's deliberate
pace drew criticism from several
quarters, including Moynahan
and Gov. John Y. Brown Jr., who
called it a waste of time. •
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WASHINGTON - Ronald Reagan used the longdistance telephone Friday morning to inform complaining Republican senators that there was no use
campaigning against Secretary Alexander Haig's
plan to name career Foreign Service officers to the
State Department's No. 2 and No.3 spots. The president revealed he agreed with Haig and would announce the selections that very afternoon.
"I didn't like it," one senator told us, "but what
could I do? Reagan was elected president, not me."
However, selection of Walter Stoessel as deputy
secretary and, more particularly, Lawrence
Eagleburger as under secretary was steeped in
irony for a president who had entered office vowing
war against "the permanent government."
Contrary to all expectations. Reagan has now
elevated Foreign Service officers to their highest
steps on the State Department ladder during the
post-World War II era. That is viewed as a significant policy defeat inside the Pentagon, by defenseoriented senators and within the conservative
movement generally. To their dismay, Al Haig has
solidified his hold on the State Department in setting a policy attuned to a Western alliance solid
front, even at the cost of diluting positions toward
..he Soviet Union.
"It's Haig's sandbox now,"one disgruntled White
House aide grumbled. A Pentagon official made the
same point differently: ``Reagan has lost control of
the State Department."
If his new State Department selections seem
curious, the explanation can be found in the narrow
window through which President Reagan receives
information. There is no sign that he encountered
any criticism about the Stoessel-Eagleburger selections, widery voiced within his own White House
staff, until his own decision had been made.
Oddly, Haig's horde of enemies had again been
forecasting his doom with the transfer of old
Reaganite Clark from deputy secretary of state to
the upgraded national security adviser's post. One
virulent Haig critic inside the administration
predicted that the return of a separate advisory link
to the president would mean a new secretary of
state within nine months.
But Gen. Haig moved swiftly on the field of
bureaucratic battle once Clark was gone with flanking movement putting Stoessel and Eagleburger in
place. With Congress in recess and senators scattered throughout the country, the appointments
were hurried to prevent a backfire.
A backfire wilt expected, considering the break
with precedent. Not since David Bruce in 1952 had a
Foreign Service officer filled the department's No.
2 post. But while Bruce had spent only two youthful
years as a vice consul in Rome and had then left the
Service for business and farming interests,
Stoessel's entire distinguished career had been as a
diplomat.
Until Stoessel, the No. 2 position at-State his been
titi'president's rather than the secretary's choice,
typified by Sumner Wellei in the 1930s serving as President Franklin Roosevelt's eyes anciears in the
State Deprtment. A similar function was viewed
when Reagan talked his ex-aide, Bill Clark, into
leaving a comfortable seat on the California
Supreme Court to become Haig's deputy.
Conservative fear that Stoessel, at age 61,will be
a passive figure as deputy secretary while the
department will be run by the hard-charging
Eagleburger, his successor as under secretary.
That is why the new State Department team has
aroused so much concern on the right.
As Haig's assistant secretary for European affairs, Eagleburger has clashed repeatedly with
both National Security Council (NSC) staffers and
Pentagon officials on a variety of issues. The complaint has been that he magnifies Haig's own
Western European emphasis in seeking a NATO
consensus for U.S. approaches to the Kremlin.
Staff members of the senators belonging to the
Steering Committee, the informal group of conservative Republicans,tried.to mobilize their bosses to
head off Haig's selections. Their real choice as
deputy would have been Fred Ikle, a strategic arms
expert who is under secretary of defense. But more
realistically, they promoted former Sen. James
Buckley, now under secretary of state for security
assistance.
Several depublican members of the Senate
Foreign Relations Committee, including North
Carolina's Jesse Helms and Indiana's Richard
Lugar, submitted such suggestions. But the big
three senior staffers at the White House had blessed
the Stoessel-Eagleburger package, and Clark
agreed. Although key_Pentagon subordinates were
appalled by the choices, Defense Secretary Caspar
Weinberger did not use_his considerable influence
with Reagan to protest.
Hopes of playing for time to delay the appointment disappeared when Reagan telephoned protesting senators Friday morning to tell them it was
too late, the decision had been made. The critics of
those picks wonder whether the president really
had any notion of what their objections were about.
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by m.c. gorroti

Second weekend in January appears
to be official winter arrival thine
Br-r-r-r! It has been cold these past
few days! And how about that 8-inch
snow Tuesday!
I've had on so many clothes of late
I haven't been able to tie my shoes.
Well,almost that many. Just keeping
warm is a chore. •
Apparently, it is getting so that we
have to watch out for the second
weekend in January. It seems these
days have become official-arrivaltime for winter here in Murray, roaring in with real violent weather.
If you will recall, it was on a Sunday morning in early January in 197P
when it started to snow real heavy
during the Sunday School hour, and it
kept on with blizzard-like intensity
until we had a foot or more of snow on
the ground.
Then it got COLD, and we had
three or four weeks of the worse,
most miserable winter weather I can
remember in a long time.
I remember the day very well. I
thought it was January 9, but Joe Pat
James insists that it was the 8th, but
we're close.
That was the day Graham Feltner,
a member of our Sunday School class
at First Baptist, jumped up in the
middle of Theron Riley's lesson when
he learned it had begun to snow. He
rushed down the hall, retrieved his
wife, Geneva,from her class and tore
out for their home northeast of town
on Route 2. We didn't see him for a
MOnIkt
•••

Then on or about Jan. 9, 1979, here
came another severe cold spell with
ice and snow,'and we had it all over
again — not quite as bad as the year
before, but almost. I know I got stuck
in Rose's parking lot and had to be
pushed out by Popeye Ross with his

trusty pickup.
Then we had a couple of mild
winters in 1980 and 1981. The second
week in January came and passed
without the usual blast. I was ready
though — long johns and ail.
Now, we are getting it all again,
and it started, as far as I am concerned — with that 13-degree Saturday
morning and that 10 below chiller
Sunday morning,Jan. 10. Was Graham at Sunday School that
morning?
No, he wasn't, but when I came
across him curled around a steaming
cup of coffee the following morning
— Monday — at gamons' Bakery,
he was quick to explain his absence.
He had tried to make it, he and
Geneva, and was all dressed and
ready to leave when their electric
power went out. His garage door is
electrically-operated, and he contends that he almost froze trying to
get it up manually and hold it up long
enough to get the car out.
That was too much for him under
such severe conditions, so he
retreated to the hearth, changed into
his loafing clothes -and just stayed
home close to the fire. "
But to cap it all, lo and behold,
whom did I see the first thing yesterday morning when I walked into the
bakery? Graham! With eight inches
of snow on the ground, he had made it
in for his customary morning cup of
coffee Soweone -commented • "If
Geneva had wanted to get out this
morning to go to the beauty parlor,
he would have screamed like a panther.
• •
As coffee drinkers will do, they got
to reminiscing yesterday about some
of the cold spells in the past around

The next morning,as I was shaving
these parts.
Thanksgiving Day, 1950, was one I heard the newsmen on the radio
Joe Pat James quickly recalled. That say, quite matter-of-factly, that it
was in the day of the traditional was 29 degrees below zero outside.
Now, I had never experienced any
Turkey Day football games between
weather
that cold. It had never gotin
High
Grove
Murray High and
Paris, Tenn., and the big Mayfield- ten to anything like that back in
Graves County, or St. Louis, for that
Tilghman game.
That particular day dkiwned nice matter. On an impulse, I decided I
Would just venture out and see what
and sunny with the temperature in
the 60s, and the folks, many of them, it was like in weather that cold.
So, I bundled up the best I could
went to the game in their shirt
with what I had with me, put on my
sleeves. Then, all of a sudden, the
weather changed, and the little snap-brim hat and went out onto
temperature dropped something like the street. I can tell you, 29 degrees
below zero IS COLD! The air literally
40 degrees in a couple hours.
Another was the winter of 1960, crackles.
I walked around the hotel, which
when on three consecutive
Wednesdays in late February and took up practically the entire block,
early March heavy snow fell, and you could have snapped off my
something like 12 inches falling on ears like potato chips by the time I
got back to that front door.
liaIrc
theHdoawy iwneM
The people up there know how to
remember
member March 24,
handle
it, though. The men all had on
1968, when 12 inches fell at the
threshold of spring. We drove almost those big heavy coats with the fur colall .night in the stuff, coming here lars, big heavy gloves,overshoes and
from Morehead for a scheduled inter- those Russian-like fur caps.
The women were dressed much the
view with Dr. Harry Sparks and Mr.
Marvin Wrather prior to coming to same except for their boots which
had big rings of fur around the tops.
work at Murray States
I wore out a 'set of chains, making Big clouds of vapor puffed from their
the trip, putting them on at mouths and nostrils as they scurried
Lawrenceburg and taking off what along, talking, laughing or just puffwas left of them at Dawson Springs. ing away.
They are accustomed to weather
That was some ride, and if you think
the Purchase Parkway is lonesome, like that. It doesn't bother then?.
It didn't bother me either — once I
try driving it in the middle of the
got back in that hotel. They can have
night in about8 or 10 inches of snow:
it. I'm a summertime man myself. If
•••
Personally, the coldest weather I I was financially wealthly, I don't
was ever out in-was in Minneapolis, believe I would so .much 88 own an
Minn., back in the early 60s. It was 13 overcoat. It would never snow on re
below when my flight landed at the again.
Meanwhile, though, don't forget to
airport on a sunny afternoon, and I
made my way to the Raddison Hotel feed the birds. They have a tough
time of it in weather like this.
in the downtown area.

Looking back

KFC forinula is well guarded
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — It's
happened at least a dozen times: someone will confront Dr. John Mann
with the statement: "I've got the correct formula. You have the wrong
one."
The formula is worth at least $2
billion a year in sales, and Mann can
understand why competitors would
like to get their hands on it.
"We've taken all precautions," he
explained. "That piece of paper is
stored in a vault with six different
locks. Only two of us have the combination. We like to call the other
man our mystery attorney. Few people in the company know his name."
The secret they guard so well is the
recipe for 11 herbs and spices that
made Kentucky Fried Chicken and
its founder, the late Harlan Sanders,
a household word.
"Our spices come from all parts of
the world," said Mann, vice president for quality at KFC. "They're
blended by two different firms as a
security measure."
In 1963, he continued, the Colonel
decided that the operation was getting too large for him to continue
mixing the spices himself. "Until
_that time,Sanders had been carrying
the formula around in his head and
the spice mixture in his car."

He made arrangements • with -••, years ago to handle quality control
Stange Co. in Chicago to do the job
"The Colonel taught me more in a
but very carefully left out one portion
few itonths than I learned from all
of the recipe. The remaining Spices
my professors in college,"said Mann.
are blended by another firm.
"He was a stickler for perfection."
"Although they supply the ingreMann said the spice mixture is
dients, neither firm knows the exact
checked continuously for color, partiformulation," said Mann."They only
cle size and freshness."Most women
know their part of it."
•
make the mistake Of storing spices
Mann had been wocking for Carnaover their range. That destroys their
tion Foods until he joined KFC eight
freshness."

Thoughts in season
By Ken Wolf
Thomas Merton carefully pointed out
The 1966's were a time of turmoil
that the problem was not caused by
and questioning for many
too many atheists:
Americans. In 1966, Abraham
There are atheists who fight
Heschel published a collection of
God and atheists who claim to
essays entitled The Insecurity of
believe in Him: what they both
Freedom. In one of these essays, he
have in common is the hatred
noted that the real problem of our
of life, the fear of the unpredicage was not- political but rather one -, table, the dread of grace, and
caused by the 'denial of — the refusal of every spiritual
gift.
transcendence, the vapidity of
values...the decreased sensitivity to
Both of these modern prophets
: could become downright eloquent
the 'Imponderable quality of- the-spirit..."
when complaining about "believers"
"We do not," Heschel believed,
who didn't really believe and
"know how to think, how to pray, how
"religious" men pnd women who
would worship only 'the god whom
to cry, how to resist the deception of
they could control and whose
too many persuaders."
behavior they could predict.
During that same troubled decade,

Ten years ago
An all time high average of $59.52
per hundred weight had been recorded for sale of Type 23 dark fired
tobacco on Murray Market, according to 011ie Barnett, market
reporter. Members of 1972 Murray City
Council were Roy Starks; Prentice
Lassiter, Buel Stalls, William R. Furches, Paul Mansfield, Rex Alexander, Fred Workman, Haron West,
R. L. Ward, John Ed Scott, Dave
Willis and Melvin Henley. -Holmes
Ellis was mayor.
•
Twenty years ago
Bethel Richardson, CPA-, in a
report of the Murray City School
System to the Murray Board of
Education had reported the net worth
of system as $1,411,507.
Larry A. Watts,' son of Francis
Wilson, -505 Pine St., had stilted a
nine weeks' basic training program
at Naval Training Center, Great
Lakes, Ill.
Thirty years ago
Eugene V. Garland, fireman apprentice, USN, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Fred Garland, had graduated Jan. 11
from Naval Machinist's Mate School,
Service School Command, U. S.
Naval Training Center, Great Lakes,
Ill,
During the past year a- total of
$115,012 had gone to residents of
Calloway County in public assistance
Payments, according to a year-end
report by Vego E. Barnes, commissioner, Kentucky Department of
Economic Security.
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dotebook
Penny club has meeting
Violet Johnson was hostess at her home for a luncheon meeting of Penny Homemakers Club Dec. 21.
Devotional comments were based on second
chapter of Luke.
Present were Johnson, Ruth Parker, Maudena
Butterworth, Kathryn Walker, Murrelle Madrey,
Marelle Farless and Artie Morris.

A irmon Brosheor graduates
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Airman Roger L. Brashear, son of John A.
Brashear, Sr., Rt. 1, Benton, and Joyce E. Harner,
Holly, Mich., has graduated from U. S. Air Force
aircraft maintenance training course at Sheppard
Air Force Base,Texas.
Brashear is a 1981 graduate of Marshall County
High School. He has been assigned to duty at Pope
Air Force Base, N. C.

Scout court of honor tonight
Boy Scout Troops 45, 13, 112 and 77 will have a
city-wide court of honor tonight at 7 p.m. at First
Christian Church. This will be an Eagle Court of
honor,according to troop leaders.
Awards and recognition will be made to all Scouts
of the four units for their achievements during the
past few months,the leaders said.

Festival plans supper
Kentucky Dam Festival Association will sponsor
a ham and bean supper Saturday, Jan. 16, at 6:30
p.m. at Joe Creason Community Center, Benton.
Tickets will be $3 each.
Entertainment will be provided. A number of

prizes including a handmade quilt, hunting knife
and shotgun will be given away, according to Mike
Miller,association president.

Thetas plan Monday meeting
Theta Department of Murray Woman's Club will
have an open meeting Monday,Jan. 18, at 7:30 p.m.
at club house. Dr. Lloyd Jacks will show slides of
Now
r bay.
slssesin will
histitorsatvee
be Naomi Rogers, Martha Guigr
and Mildred Lowe. •

PWP chapter plans meeting
Greater Paducah Chapter of Parents Without
Partners will have a general meeting Friday, Jan.
18,at 8 p.m. at American Legion Hall, Paducah.
Attorney Benjamin J. Lookofsky will be speaker.
For information persons may call 1-442-6390 or.1444-9604.

Xi Alpha Delta hears Smith
* Sue Smith presented a program about "Vive Ea
Difference" at a December meeting of Xi Alpha
Delta Chapter of Beta Sigma Phi at Ellis Center.
She showed slides concerning some of the projects
her home economics classes at Lone Oak High
School had completed. Smith and Wanda Miles
were hostesses..
Also present were Barbara Chilcutt, president,
Debbie Lyons, Laurie Rollins, Joyce Thomas, Debbie Villaflor, Glenda Wilson, Vicky Holton, Rowena
Emerson, Mary Ann Barrow, Brenda Estes, Barlbara Williams, Lois Ruiz, Martha Ryan, Mary
Graves, Debbie Pardue, Debbie Woods, Krista
Crass, Debbie Miller, Dot Ford, Joyce Nunnally
and Ila Brown.

fitAkA. litr4"4- 1
Jemmy
Mothdowns
Junior1
/
4410d Misses
Coordiriate Sale!

50%to 70% Off
All your favorite Famous
Names!
-,
.

•

Drastic Dress
Reductions!
Sale Fall and
Winter Fashion
Dresses Misses
Junior Halfsize
Reg. to 39.99

7.00 9.00 11.00

Fabulous Blefier
-Sale

Quilted Ski
-Jackets

Reg. 60.00 to 70.00

40% to 60% Off
Junior and Misses
Wool, Corduroy,
Velveteen Blazers

Plaid Shirts
Reg. to 12.99

a

Reg. to 54.99

29.00

6.99

not interested in conversing_ This *also gives the
impression that he's too
good to associate with my
family.
I've told him over and
over how hurt and embarrassed I am when he acts
this way, but it doesn't
change things. Abby, I
want my family to love
him the way I do, but how
can they when he's so
anti-social? What should
I do?
FRUSTRATED
DEAR FRUSTRATED: Since you
know that Howard
hates family gatherings,
don't subject him to so
many. In fact, you'd be
doing him (and yourself)
a big favor if you went
alone. A reluctant guest
makes poor company.,
••4,
DEAR ABBY: I'll bet
this letter is only one of
thousands. You advised
"Fed Up" to have her
boyfriend buy a Dober-

Several decorated paterns of Poppytrail & Vernonware are being put on
limited production which means they
will be dis‘continued next yearTheme patterns ore not being put on
sale unless we have them in stock. If
you need to replace some pieces to
your set now is the time to do it.

Ski jackets in rich
winter tones. Some
have hoods or zip-out
sleeves.

Side Door
Clip Ad For 10% Additional Savings

man pinscher or German
shepherd and let it sit in
the car so it wouldn't be
stolen.
I can't believe you were
serious, Abby, because
you have often advised By Abigail Von Buren
against leaving animals rolled down enough for
and children locked in a cross-ventilation, but not
car - especially in sum- enough for the dog
to
mer with the windows escape.
rolled up.
•••
Please say you didn't
DEAR ABBY: Please
mean it!
tell "Disturbed and GuilMADDER THAN A ty," who is secretly in
HOUND DOG
love with her brother-inDEAR MADDER:Hold law,that she is not alone.
it! I did not recommend
I'm a man who feels
locking a dog in the car' that way about a
with all the windows roll- secretary in our office.
ed up! For the record, I Sooner or later she will
have frequently warned marry (I hope), quit her
my readers against lock- job and move away.
ing children and pets in
Until then, the pain and
cars- especially in sum- temptation are a daily
mer. I half-facetiously struggle. I have a great
suggested that in order to wife and a wonderful
discourage car thieves, a family, and nothing could
Doberman pinscher or a ever- come of it. MeanGerman shepherd could while, Lord give me
act as a guard dog. All the strength!
car windows could be
SUFFERING IN
SEATTLE
•••
7 10, 9 05
Do you have questions
about sex, love, drugs
MODERN
and the pain of growing
PRIMILEUS
up? Get Abby's new
CHEW
CHASE
booklet: "What Every
Teen-Ager Ought to
Know." Send $2 .and a
Central C•• 7513314
long,stamped (37 cents),
E_
self-addressed envelope
SOY
to: Abby, Teen Booklet,
BURT
12060 Hawthorne Blvd.,
REYNOLDS
Suite 5000, Hawthorne,
SHARKY'S
Calif. 90250.
MACKNE
0

al

Ends Tonite•7:05, 9:00
Neighbors(R)
STARTS TOMORROW

ROLLOV
11.• moo•torK *Iry
in ••• vocekl
wasenerwy

7:00,9:15
PAUL MMUS
SALLY FIELD

ABSENCE
OF
MALICE

Place Tour Order Before
Jemmy 16, 1982 And Take
Advents,. Of 1961 Prices

39.00

Benton, Ky.
502-527-1184
9:30-5:00
Mon.-Sat.

...they stole history!
JOHN CUBE
SIAN CONENFAY

TIM
DITS
LEE

Chest,. 5• •753.3314

A variety of styles with
zip-out warmers, some
- belted, some with
hoods.

8.99

DEAR ABBY: We've
been married for three
years. Howard (not his
real name)is a wonderful
husband. He's kind,
understanding, easygoing and a big help around
the house. I know he loves
me, and he would be
perfect except for one
fault, which is a big Ime.
He absolutely hates to attend my family's gettogethers. I come from a
big and very close family,
and I've grown up enjoying family get-togethers
for all the holidays, (His
family is small and they
live far away.)
Abby, getting Howard
to go with me is like pulling teeth: And after he
gets there, he sits in a
corner and sulks or watches TV by himself.
Whenever we try to get
him involved by asking
questions about his interests, he gives oneword answers, which give
the impression that he's

Poppytrail & Vernonware
Dinnerware

Reg. 59.99 to 69.99

Dressy Blouses

Family gatherings
make couple fall apart

Off
%
25
Metlox Potteries Of Calif.

Storm-Coats

Long sleeve shirts in
dark tone plaids. Some
with lurex

Reg. to 19.99

.

Kilroy Ledger & Times

CRYSTALLIZED .
KANSAS CITY, Mo.
(AP)-An auction sale of
rare pieces donated by
nine of the world's top
crystal and glass
manufacturers raised
mere than $50,000 for this
city's Crippled Children's
Nursery School:
The sale, which kicked
off the Halls International Crystal Event, attracted 650 prospective
purchasers whose admission price also was given
to the school, along with
10 percent of all other
crystal sales on that
opening evening of the affair.
Following the auction,
more than $600,000 worth
of museumquality crystal
was put on display, free
to the public.

Slindo McCuiston
Of Murray, Lost 36 Lbs.

Wool Coats

Fashion
Sweaters

Reg. 79.99 to 99.99

59.00

Reg. to 25.99

9.99 to 11.99

Better Lingerie

Wool Blend Plaid
Skirts

Reg. 16.99 to 19.99

Reg. to 24.99

O 10:99
8.99-t--

8.99 to.11.99

Save on our better nylon
gowns and robes.
Choose from many fall
and holiday colors.

Four gore style woolblend skirts in assorted
plaids.

Brushed Nylon
Gowns

Fashion Pant
Sale!

Reg. to 12.99

5.99

8.99

Select from several
styles. Some belted.
Some corduroy.

Handbag Sale!

5.00

Reg. to 15.99
Great selection of fall
and winter styles.

Accessories

DIET
CENTER

Warm wool coats in
fashion colors. Wrap
and button Myles, some
belted.

Save on our collection
of fall and holiday
sweaters. S, M, L.

Reg. to 24.99

When You Decide
To Lose-Weight
Call

Famous Name
Robes
Reg.13.99 to 17.99
-

9.99

I Did..*.
And I Lost
36 Pounds
Quickly and Safely
You Can Do it Too!

Call -today for o free,- introductory consultation. It
could change your life!
"The Natural Way to Lose Weight!"

7.99

Long flowing caftans in
a variety of prints and
solids. One size fits all.

-

1/2 Off
Central Shopping Center
Hwy.641 N. Hrs.: 10-9 Mon.-Sat. 1-5 Sun.

Ofl III 145 Gold
,l
CAain• Bracsials & ChWIl
[

LOSE 17 TO 25 POUNDS
IN JUST.6 WEEKS! ----

Caftans and
Floats
Reg. 19.99

t

Slinda'S story is typical of
tens of thousands of men,
women and children who
hove lecvned how to lose
weight and km)it off at Diet
Center. Our program is totally
natural and based on sound
nutrition. You will meet daily
with a counselor who cares
and understands. There ore
no shots, no drugs, no contracts and no pre-packaged
foods

•

C

.Ma. 110.1

See our complete selection
of Chains,
Bracelets and
Charms in 14K
Gold, specially
priced for
Valentines Day.

Charge It!
Easy Terms
Hurry Limited Offer

Our New Location
"The Village"
641 N. 753-0020 Murray, Ky.

JEW'Filitti

Murray
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"There's nothing so comSince the game makes
fortable as a small bankroll. against all 3-2 trump
A big one is always in breaks, the primary concern
danger." — Wilson Mirner. is to guard against any 4-1
trump break. First, declarer
should lead a trump to the
Declarer's
bankroll ace to cater to either honor
depends upon the best play singleton. After that, he
of today's trump suit. He should return to his hand
can afford the loss of two with the diamond king to
trump tricks — what's the lead a trump towards
best play to avoid the loss of dummy's 10. If West
three?
discards, declarer can later
West leads the heart jack lead towards his trump
to declarers king and it's queen. With the existing
time to play trumps. How distribution, West is forced
should declarer play the to siin be second trump
suit?
NORTH
1-14-A
A low trump to the ace
•A 104
and a trump back loses the
IPS 5 4 2
•A 10 2•
game. West will win as
40.Q 6 5
cheaply as possible and the
defense will eventually WET.
EAST
score three trumps and one •KJ98 • •4
19J 10
•Q 9 8 3
heart. °
J 96 5
•Q 8 7 3
A low trump to dummy's •
+1053
J 94 2
10 at trick two will make
SOUTH
the game in today's layout,
•Q 7 6 5 2
but would lose the game
11 AK7
unnecessarily when East
•K 4
_
holds the singleton trump
4•w 4K7
jack. Once again the defense
Vulnerable: Both. Dealer:
gets three trumps and a
South. The bidding:
heart.

Your
Individual

lb!
t.

(1

LOS ANGELES (AP)
— Barbara Mandrall
dresses like "Yukon Sally
441
playing the Alamo," says
fashion designer Mr.
Opening load: Heart jack
Blackwell, who put the
country singer on the top
lead with his jack and the of his 22nd annual Worst
defense is held to only _two Dressed List.
trump tricks.
Actress Elizabeth
Taylor,
a regular on the
Bid with Cora
list, "should give up looking for a designer and
South holds: 1-14-B
•••
find an architect,"
+4 10 3
Blackwell said Tuesday.
•65 42
Country singer and ac•A 102
tress Dolly Parton was
•Q 6 5
described as "an atomic
jelly-bean explosion."
South North
Singer Sheena Easton
Pass
I.
was called a "London
roadrunner dressed for
ANSWER: Three hearts. A the fog."
slight push because of the And "Dallas" actress
flat distribution. But two Charlene Tilton "looks
aces, a queen and four
like Mount St. Helens
trumps point to an aggres- orywntirits"
sive call.
Sonia

West
Pass
Pass

North
3.
Pass

East
Pass
Pass

Send bridge questions to The Aces.
P.O. Box 13343, Della*,Texas 75225,
with sed-addremed, stamped envelope
for reply.

Couple
married
Dec. 28

A few did meet his
fashion standards.
Blackwell called
Princess Diana of Britain
a "fabulous fashion independent," and also
praised Princess Yasmin
Kahn, skater Dorothy
Hamill, singer Lena
Horne.and actresses
Catherine Deneuve, Zsa
Zsa Gabor and Gloria
Swanson.
Others on his worst
dressed list this year
were actresses Bernadette Peters— "a kinked and curled kewpie doll
on a hayride;" Jane
Seymour — "fashions by
medflies;" country
singer Loretta "Lynn —
"up the music charts,
down the fashion charts,"
and actress Lynn
Redgrave.

Thursday,Jan.14
Welcome Wan Club
will have acjzv-get acquainted" ',peting at 7
p.m. at Fl.'st Christian
Frames Drake
Church.
FOR FRIDAY,
-JANUARY 15, 1982
Murray Chapter No. 92
Royal Arch Masons will
Whatkind of day will tomor- meet at"7:30 p.m. at lodge
row be? To find out what the
stars say, read the forecast hall.
given for your birth Sign.
Organization of NoARIES
Smoking Club will be at 7
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19) gr
p.m. at home of Mr. and
Cooperate fully with close Mrs. Jack Shroat, 302
ties and good times are Soutri 1.3th St.
assured. Singles meet with
romantic introductions. Good
Christian Women's
will comesfrom others.
Fellowship of First ChrisTAURUS
(Apr. 20 to May 20) bir
il tian Church will have a
Inaugurate new work pro- general meeting at 7 p.m.
jects. It's a favorable time for at church.
business discussions and
meetings with higher-ups.
Aim for the top!
Saturday,Jan.16
GEMINI
Alcoholics Anonymous
(May 21 toJune 20)
and Ala non will meet at 8
You'll attract romance and p.m. at western part of
good times now. Talks with Livestock and Exposition
agents about creative work go
well. Children's affairs pra- Center.

oroscope

Mr.and Mrs. David Alin Story

Drug approved

NEW YORK (AP) — A 10,000 patients, Mead
new anti-depressant drug Johnson & Co. said Tuesthat may have fewer day. Although test results
harmful side effects than were favorable, the firm
Quertermous with Jane most drugs of its type has is still telling doctors to
Sisk as assistant hostess. been federally approved monitor closely its effect
and will soon be on the on the heart and blood
Square and rinind danc- market,its manufacturer vessels.
ing will start af 7:30 p.m. says.
The drug, which will be
Many anit-depressants
at Woodmen of World
under
the
trade
sold
now
in use can have
Hall.
name Desyrel, was first adverse effects on the
a
Twin Lakers Good Sam isolated in the 1960s and heart and can cause loss
Chapter of West Ken- has been tested on about of muscle tone.
tucky will have a supper
The Federal Communications Commission apmeeting at 6 p.m. at Comproved a system of compatible color for television
munity Room, North
in 1953.
Branch,Peoples Bank.
Church wide skating
party for Grace Baptist
Church will be from 5 to 7
p.m.

Sunday,Jan.17
Shower for Mrs. Hafford Carroll whose home
and contents were
destroyed by fire will be
from 2 to 4 p.m. at Sugar
Creek Baptist Church.

slIf 7

New Shipment
Mens & Womens Boots
Good Selection
Work Boots
$3300
Dress & Casual Shoes
$12-$ 14-$16
lams, Cutler.
Freon & Maly Mort)

-

Men's
Boots
(Insulated)
$2995

Lace Up 6" Wirk Boots
(Leather) .

$22"
Lace Up 8" Work Boots
$9500
lt.allier)

24"x45"

All Shoes Racked By Sizes

Rugs 9.54

Womens - New Shoes - Mens

C. MARK BLANKENSHIP

Factory Discount Shoes
Mon.-Sat. 9-6
16th & Main

Open Every Friday

FINAL
CLEARANCE
Sale Starts Wed.9:00 A.M.

1 PRICE
2SALE

Sac 1-6
/Agway

7534419

Open Every Friday

gRIOITS

UNTIL 8:30

UNTIL 8:30

Mid-Winter Sale
‘
..1/ . THROUGHOUT THE STORE

SUPER SAVINGS

HUGHES,GREGORY,
EASLEY & BLANKENSHIP

t

Ladies Dingo
Boots
$3595

,svp

SID EASLEY

7he Step

tiodyspyrite86,06,
$1 4;4 fes;_se

s

For Ad In Tuesday's
Paper. Should Have Been
Mountain View
All Purpose katter

HUGHES AND GREGORY

ce,

I, 46'4
wt4te *8ste/-

o

CORRECTION

Reception for the Rev.
Rick Kirchoff, new director, Wesley Foundation,
will be from 2:30 to 4 p.m.
E.
0.
of
P.
Chapter
M
_ -CANCER
will have a luncheon at at the building, 131.5
(June 21 to July 22)
Avoid impatience with loved noon at home of Ella Mae Payde St.
ones. Talk things over with
others and you'll gain their
full cooperation. Check your
investments.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug.22) 4124g
Take Pleasure In Announcing That
Avoid hasty decisions, and
solicit the advice of close ties.
Your powers of persuasion are
strong. Talks with others are
fruitful.
And
VIRGO
(Aug.23toSept.
nPtA.
It's a very favorable time
for shopping. Good will brings
Hove become partners for the practice of low.
you the cooperation of coworkers. You can safely mix
Effective January 1, 1982,the firm name will be changed to
business and pleasure.
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to oct.22)
Take charge of your life
now. Go after what you want.
Creative interests and
romance give you much to be
thankful for.
SCORPIO
Not Ryan Hughes(1906-1981)
P.O. Box 230
(Oct.23to Nov.-21) nVeltP
A.
Gregory,
John
Jr.
203
South Sixth Street
You're busy getting things
Sid Easley
Murray, Kentucky 42071
done behind the scenes. ComC. Mork Blankenship
Phone(502)753-2633
plete unfinished business.
Private talks bring you the
correct insights.
jiffiep•
SAGITTARIUS
4
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)'
Plan a party for some of
your friends. Present your
viewpoint at club meetings.
You'll make important new
contacts now.
CAPRICORN
(Dec. 22 toJan.19)
It's full speed ahead regarding career ventures. Talks
with bosses may bring raises
or important assignments.
Money gain is likely.
AQUARIUS
(Jan.20 to Feb. 18
Advisers turn you on to worthwhile opportunities. Educational and distant concerns
prosper. Make plans to visit
far-away friends.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20) XQ'
Concentrate on ways to improve overall security. Do the
necessary research about investment matters. Make important joint moves.
YOU BORN TODAY are a
natural moneymaker with an
affinity for large enterprises.
Though you have business
acumen, you are also inclined
UI Fall And Winter Merchandise Must Go,
to the professions. Law,
medicine, the ministry and
"To Make Room For New Spring Merchandise
government work are possible
vocations for you. Become a
111 Sales Final-Exchanges Only Where Possible
specialist in your field and
avoid a tendency to make illadvised changes. Businesses
Open /•6 illaa.-41. • 1-1 Fri.
allied to the arts may appeal
Chwidron s Fash•ons
to you, as well as writing and
acting. Inventive, you can
make an original contribution
to your field. Birthdate of:
Carnal Abdel Nasser, Arab
C114etaller
Dol-Air Shopping Center
leader; 1Joyd Bridges, actor;
75J1711
and Martin Luther King, Jr.,
rivd .ihts leader

ict4

Susan Marie Nelson
and David Alan Story
were married Monday,
Dec. 28, at Messiah
Lutheran Church, Burlington,Iowa.
The Rev. Donald
Hoonstrce officiated at
double ring ceremony.
I4ie
of4.ejt1daughr Aloyce and
Juan Nelson of Burlr! ington, Iowa. The groom
is the son of Donald and
Donna Story of Murray.
Tiag new Mr. and Mrs.
Story are now residing at
Rt.6, Mayfield.

Community events

a

't/14,

Barbaro Mondrelt first
on worst dressed list

G. CORN, JR.

Entire WINTER Stock

WINTER-

DRESSES
Regular 38.00 to 140.00 Valuta-

2499

TO

COATS

8999

•

Regular 86.00 to 550.00 Values

Entire WINTER Stock

Regular 96.00 to 184 00 Values

5800

64°°To 12000

TO

SUITS

39900

WINTER

JEWELRY

Rigulor 3.00 to 30.00 Values

1

sansieveatO

Entire WINTER Stock

Famous Name

ROBES

Regular 2 75 to 45,00 Values

2399 TO

4599 219 2999
TO

Junior & Missy

Junior & Missy

COORDINATES

Rap** 19.00 Ira 44.00 Values

Regular 16.00 to 87 00 VOW'S

NOW

'A

OFF

SWEATERS

Now 1/,
„I

or Loy-A-Way

WARM

FAMOUS NAME

LINGERIE

Regular 32 00 to 65 00 Values

lifielit's Charge

OFF

FOUNDATIONS SLEEPWEAR
Reguor Q 0 to 22 00 Values

749

1$99
TO

Regular 18.00 to 48.00 Values

139%31

99

Junior & Missy

Junior & Missy

BLOUSES

Pants & Skirts

sputa' 16370 to 47.011 Values

NOW /
1 3

OFF

- Regukst 2e.0crio'iti.00 wows

NOW

3 OFF

•

Dressy & Casual

Winter Knit

WINTER

ACCESSORIES

HANDBAGS

BOOTS

SHOES

Regular 6 00 to 24.00 Values

Regular 8 00 to 87 00 Wk..%

Regular 68.00 16115.00

Reguiof 21 30'o 7730 Values

/
1 4

TO /
1 3 Off

/
13

To lA off-

DINGO"

'A.
-

'Y AVAILABLE
5.

PRICE

/
1 4 TO

'A

OFF

,

•
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H
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Businesses cut spending

POPPYTRAIL
.

By The Associated Press
With a slackening confidence in 1982 sales and
profit growth, American
business managers are
trimming their spending
plans, according to a pair
of new businestreports.
A survey of business
executives by Dun &
Bradstreet,a business information firm, said con,fidence in the outlook for
sales and profits had
declined sharply.
In a separate report
issued Wednesday, the
Commerce Department
said business executives
polled late last year bid ic a ted they would
reduce spending on new
plant and equipment by
an inflation-adjusted 0.5
percent this year. If
capital spending actually
declines this year it will
be the first drop since
1974 when the economy
suffered a severe recession.

NOW AT GREAT SAVINGS
25% off

These Patterns Will Be Discontinued
At The Close Of 1982
So Cotnplete Or Add To
1 our Pattern Now
*Vineyard
*Sop Fernando
•Scuipinted Berry
*Sculptured Zinnia
*Vernon Bouquet
•Vernon Rose

*California Ivy
'California Strawberry
•Moolin.Rouge
'Rattan
'Red Rooster

e Will Not Be Able TO
Reorder Them, After 1982

Furches
Jewelry
Court Square

New Store
Hours
8-7
Mon.-Sat.

E"cococi.
Starkist

By comparison, spending on plant and equipment,the backbone of the
nation's industrial sector,
rose 0.3 percent last year
and 0.8 percent in 1980,
after accounting for inflation. Such spending rose
7.7 percent in 1979.
As businesses lower
their sights-for 1982, consumers apparently are
pulling back as well.
The Commerce Department said retail sales by
U.S. merchants rose 0.4
percent in December
after an increase of 0.7
percent in the. previous
month.
And in Detroit, the five
major U.S. automakers
said car sales fell 9.9 percent in the first 10 days of
January.
Chrysler Corp. was the
only domestic automaker
delivering More cars,
with sales up 4 percent.
The Commerce Department report on spending

plans indicated that
businessmen were not
heeding the Reagan administration's call for
greater investment.
Reagan officials have
said repeatedly that incentives in the multi-year
tax cut enacted in 1981
should spur investment
this year and help pull the
economy out of its second
recession in two years.
Many businesses have
cut production and laid
off workers as the recession has deepened, shelving at- least for the present any plans to expand.
Without adjusting for
inflation, non-farm spending on new plants and
equipment this year is
now estimated to reach
$346.4 billion by the executives who will be
ordering — or have
already ordered — -such
spending, thesiew report
said.

Forgers or
Maxwell House

u 89C

TUNA
Wishing Noma Islam!
Millpond
DRESSING

SAFFLOWER

Pillskry Quick Bread

PEACHES

libly's Hun

hrkm MC Mat,

CA

STICKS

lushes Cliti
Cascade lishwaslieg

ibsz.

DETERGENT
frail isleekacber
"
31 et.*$1

POPCORN

$1 19

79c

liMy's 1/2 Of Sliced

MIX

BEANS

32 sz

21 az

4,2 69'
mu $229

Duncan Hines

Hyde Park Taal.

12 sz $1.15

LIQUID

PEANUT BUTTER

SAUCE

Swaim Itrispy

Likeys Petted

CRACKERS

3,.4I1

MEAT

PINICIASE EXCLUDING
CCO & DART PIOINICTS

Hyde Park

Canteen's Bar-141

Cake Mix

win $15.00 ADDITIONAL

SOUP

Ivory lislwaskiat

Bali= Iris
COOKIES
Illemei Facial

U.S. Choice

TISSUE

Round
Steak
1 89
*-U.S.
Choice Lb.
Economy
? Boneless Sirloin
Ground
Tip
Beef
Steak
59
Hyde Park Die

SPAGHETTI

Liptia Family

TEA BAGS

$2

Smoked
Ham

89
Li $1

$199

29

B.B.Q. BEEF

toeless Deakin!

lute's Best

11.2
$" HAM

lute's Best Statemade

HAM SALAD

TISSUE

TIP ROAST
U.S. Mice bara Leas

-B.B.Q. RIBS

Mean MMus latirso

IS. Claim holm Sid*

Buses lest 1,1,1.

CHICKEN

Center Sliced

Fog lad Widen

APPLES
Hyde Park Homogenized

nib.1 Maki
lb.$239 POTATOES

5189

Mew
1.I

$189

Li
ONIONS

29c

MILK

y, gal

$121
I

21
glo.

I

Sas Skits

MUSHROOMS
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Murray, Ky. .
Prices Good Thurs. thru Sun.

Mon.-Sat. 9-9
Sun.-12-6

I
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641 N.759-9995
&
Bel Air Ctr. - 753-8777
ire
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Whimilmommommimmillimmomm.1•4
Wiper Blades or Refills
'Fits most cars and trucks
•Your choice of one blade
or two refill blades

Wal-Mart Facial Tissues

Doll House Family
or
Kitchen Set

Pins
Ball Tip.With
Utility Box
Reg. 1.57tV

Wild
Bird Food
Granny's
Wild Bird Food
*10% Sunflower Seeds

3.00

High Intensity

Large Assortment

vDesk Lamp
IAN

No. PT3587
Transformer Powered

10 Lb. Bog

2.16

Bleach
Removes
Stains,
Cleans And
Disinfects

84c

*Safety Tested
*5 Yrs. & Up Reg. 7.44

1.25

*Assorted colors
•2 Ply

Clorox

From Wolverine

Goody Bob

*200 Count
*Assorted colors
.2-Ply tissues
09.20x8.50 Inches

.94

83

Wal-Mart
4 Roll Tissue

•

Puzzles
For All Ages
From 99 Pieces To
1000 Pieces

13.96 1.08 th 2.07

_ _wr

]TrffIr=rMrA

.

I
‘

Vi

St

battery performance charecPerrencs rated 0, power
accOrceno to BatterC r,Cl Internabonal star 1.kon

G'oup24C)
Cold Cranking

Number
Plates

Power

112 minutes

410 amps

Flannel

5

Omega V Five Year Maintenance
Free Auto Battery

Shirts
'100% Cotton

1;;VMMIAM

never need water
`Should
ED
under normal driving
conditions

02 Flap pockets
•Button front
*Assorted pls

With Exchange

S.

Sn

Illustration
Brushed Flannel PictureOnly
.
Gown & Robe Set

St

Roller Derby Fire Ball Skates
*Smooth running with positive grip urethane wheels
•Toe stop *Choose blue with white and red trim or
white with blue and red trim *Sizes 12 to 6
•Model No. 1355/1955
10 0

Tempo 8 Track
Carrying Case
Deeply Padded

Reg. 15.68
S-M-L
"
Asst. Prints

Vinyl Finish

8.27

Reg. 17.43

WALTIVIART
•

• Less •
tvrie;',
•

AVAILABLE

S•11•,

Less • Nri. fV5i • se , s
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ADVERTISING POLICY — It is our intent° to have all merchandise in this ad in stock
• during the sale dates. However, since most merchandise is overstocks and seasonal
kiflovers, and because many items are in limited Supply we will not issue rain checks
for this sale. If your are dissatisfied with any metchandiSe we we gladly exchange it or
give you a refUnd. Shop early while selections we best.
•

L.SS • Ora

Srr , t'lr Less •'AA 'Vert S•11• lc. Lee% •

Me , t ‘,• I to,

W
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Eagles Racers collide tonight
sr.)

Murray State will play
the second of a threegame home stand as the
Morehead State Eagles
visit Racer Arena tonight
at 7:30 p.m.
The Eagles, 6-6 overall
and 3-2 in the Ohio Valley
Conference, feature one
of the top backcourt combinations in the conference in Guy Minnifield
and Glenn Napier.
Minnifield, a transfer
from Iowa State who
prepped at Lexington
Henry Clay High School,
ranks fifth in the OVC in

scoring with a 16.1
average. The 6-2
sophomore is also
averaging 2.6 assists per
game.
Napier, averaging 11.3
points this season, owns a
13.1 scoring average
against Murray State in
his three seasons as a
starter for Morehead, including a 26-point performance at Morehead in
1980. However, the longrange shooter has scored
only four points in each of
his last two visits to
Racer Arena.
- Napier and Minnifield

scored 16 and 15 points,
respectively, in a 59-57
victory over Western
Kentucky in the Eagles
most recent game.

ing off its largest margin came against Morihead
of victory in two years last season.
with a 70-49 victory over
Center Mike Brady
Austin Peay.
should be available for
Racer guard Glen duty after sitting-out the
Guard-forward Norris Green will ,be hoping to Austin Peay contest with
Beckey, fifth in the OVC break out of a scoring a groin injury.
Morehead features the
in free throw percentage slump after completing
(81 per cent), made the only 11 of hls 41 field goal top unit in scoring offense
Hatter Classic (at Stet- attempts in the last three in the OVC as the Eagles
are averaging 68.1 points
son) All-Tournament games.
Green has a 15-point, 7* per game. The Eagles
team last week by scoring 30 points for the two rebound average in his also lead the league in
five career games free throw percentage
games.
against Mordiead and with a 70 per cent mark.
Murray State, 9-4 has also hit 61 per cent of
The OVC's smallest
overall and tied for se- his field goal attempts. player, 5-9 guard Arthur
cond place in the OVC Green's career scoring "PeeWee" Sullivan, is a
with a 3-1 mark, is com- best of 24 points also Aember of Morehead's
‘Inkter.
The Murray StalAady
Racers, victors in two
straight games, will host
one of the conference's
Cooney. King will pro- Louisville's Freedom top teams, Morehead
State, in the first game of
mote that fight and, more Hall.
basketball
the
importantly from Page's
Before that, Page may
standpoint, the first take on seventh-ranked doubleheader beginning
at 5:15 p.m.
subsequent bout by the Canadian contender
Morehead's Lady
Trevor
Berbick,
who
champion. That could put ,
Eagles
are led by 6-1
defeated
Muhammed
Ali
Page in line for a title
on Dec.11 in Nassau. senior forward Donna
shot.
Should that fight fall Stephens, who is averagKing announced Tues- through, King said he will ing 16.9 points and 10.6 reday that Page, 23 and try to match Page bounds this season.
ranked No.4 by Ring against Lucien
The first 1,000 Racer
magazine, will meet Rodriguez, 13th-ranked fans attending tonights
veteran Jimmy Young in Bernardo Mercado or doubleheader will receive
a nationally televised 14th-ranked Tim Withers- free Racer Basketball _
bout April 24 at pocuj.
Fun Books.

Page wants crack tit title in October
.
7 •
ef.

LOUISVILLE, K y.
(AP) — Louisville
heavyweight Greg.. Page
said he hopes for an opportunity by October to
fight for the World Boxing Association title curs
rently held by Larry
Holmes.
"I have, enough patience to wait until the
end of this year," said
Page at a press conference, "but I'm thinking about October. I want

a championship fight in
October."
The unbeaten Page —
reportedly on the outs
with Butch Lewis, who
promoted his early4ights
— has a,-new promoter in
Don King. King said he
has set Page up for five
matches over the next 15
months.
Holines, another King
protege, is scbeduled for
a title defense March 15
against unbeaten Gerry

SALE

JANUARY
SALE

Men's and Ladies
Clothing
Burkinglpint Nay,CM.
Center

Graham Sk. Jackson
FOR

TIE PARTICULAR

r•el

_
REACHING — Lady Racer Bridgette Wyche (11) snags a pas,during the
game against Austin Peay on Saturday. Wyche and her teammates will be
seeking another Ohio Valley Conference victory tonight when they host
MoreheadStateati:15 at Racer Arena.
Staff photo by Jim Rector

BYRON'S

-

506 N. 12th Muiray, Ky. Olympic Plaza
EVERYDAY LOW PRICE PRESCRIP

753-2380

IN SERVICE

1 ),Lvlittmn Mu;

NOWAI*Awid'eri\vviNtAlvArvOrrAlr''ft
imsAt\ FLEX
RS
$P
1
7
1:1
,LARk

Air

Crest
Gel
Toothpaste

SHAMPOO or CONDITIONER
1801

NORMAL OILY TINTED/BLEACH

le OZ

•e
tEX
-w

CHOIC
E
madk

1 /3
Off
All
Warm -Ups

vilrv r49Yivevri'vr'i v
+.01

• 7 oz. Aerosol
• 4 oz Pump

Sun Glasses _t
SOFT HAIRSPRAY
yOUR
CHOICE

-

'FA Uris-Ein ted X - HoId
AiA&A/b.Akb\ AA k•

Over 1,000 Pair of Shoes

fV4P21

FLEX-CARE
TYLENOL:: RINSING
AND
EXTRA STRENGTH

•

STORAGE SOLUTION
FOR COLD
DISINFECTION
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Laird free throws help
Rebels curtail Wildcats

CS

59, 13th-ranked Alabama
By DAVID EINSTEIN
beat Lousiana State 109AP Sports Writer
Kentucky basketball 16 and No. 17 Louisville
Coach Joe B. Hall had no defeated South Alabama
excuses after his sixth- 76-68.
The Top Ten
ranked Wildcats cane pp
Freshman Michael Jorshort.in a 67-65 los,s to
dan scored 20 points and
Mississippi.
"We just didn't play helped spark a secondhard enough early in the half surge as North
game. Ole Miss came out Carolina pulird away
early and played ag7, from North Carolina
gressive, bard-nosed State. The Tar Heels, 13basketball," Hall said 0, broke the game open
after Wednesday night's with a 12-point run after
defeat. "They were in- the Wolfpacii fought to
timidating and we just within a point at 33-32
weren't ready to play. We midway through the' se• cond half.
just kind of wilted."
"I was really concernMississippi Coach Bob
Weltlich said he thought ed about this game, but
the Rebels "played our players rose to the ocawfully smart early in casion and played with
the game" as they rolled great poise," said North
up a 34-23 -halftime ad- - Carolina Coach Dean
vantage and never trailed.Smith.
Ricky Frazier scored 15
in the Southeastern Conpoints including four
ference matchup.
Mississippi, led by layups late in the game asCarlos Clark's 23 points, Missouri ran its record to
fought off one Kentuclor 12-0. Oklahoma State's
rally to take a 13-poifit Matt Clark hit a threelead in the second half but point play to pull the
eventually needed two Cowboys to within 52-49,
free throws by Eric Laird 'but Marvin McCrary
in the final minute to sew made two foul shots with
up the victory. The loss a minute left to assure the
left Kentucky at 9-3, while victory.
Forwards Bernard
Mississippi improved its
Randolph and Terry
mark to 7-6.
"I thought our players Cummings scored 19
just did a super job," said points apiece in a romp
Weltlich. "Of course, we that lifted DePaul to 14-1
Georgetown, 14-2, edgwere very pleased to beat
a nationally ranked team. ed Seton Hall on a jump
But I told our players to shot by Eric Floyd with 58
celebrate tonight and be seconds to play. Seton
,ready for business as. Hall's Dan Callandrillo,
who led all scorers with
usual tomorrow.
In other gibes involv- 23 points and had tied the
ing the Associated Press' score at 60 with a jumper,
Twenty teams, top- Missed a shot at the
ranked North Carolina buzzer that Would have
beat No. 12 North sent the game into over:
41, No. 2 time.
Carolina State 61
Scott Hastings, despite
Missouri 'down'ed
Oklahoma State 54-49, playing the last 10
and fourth-ranked minutes with four fouls,
DePaul blasted South scored 23 points to lead
Arkansas, 11-1, past
Carolina 92-59.
Asso, eighth-ranked Texas Christian. The
Georgetown edged Seton Razorbacks broke a 54-54
Hall 62-60, No.9 Arkansas tie with a free throw by
got by Texas Christian 62- Hawtings, a 10-footer by

Top

Mother Goose Shoes
Special.Group
Of Fall And Winter

Jeff Baker and a tip-in by
Alvin Robertson to go
ahead for good with just
under three minutes to
play.
"We're fortunate t
have played poorly and
stilt wan," said Arkansas
Coach Eddie Sutton.''But
TCU deserves some
credit. This is the best
TCU team they've had
since 1 -ye been at Arkansas."
The Second Ten
Forward Eddie Phillips
scored 32 points as
Alabama, 12-1, routed
Louisiana State. The
Crimson Tide led by as
many as 23 points in the
first half and increased
the margin to 32 at 96-64
with five minutes to play
before Coach Wimp
Sanderson emptied his
bench.

BULLETIN
Both local high school
basketball games for
tonight are expected to be
canceled or postponed
although an official decision was not reached by
press time. Included are
the Calloway County
High girls home game
against Ballard and the
Murray High girls home
game against Marshall
County.
A decision to play Friday's games — Mayfield
at Murray and Calloway
County at Lowes — will
be made Friday.

IN A HURRY —
Kentucky's Derrick
Hord (32) and Jim
Master (20) bring the
ball down against
Mississippi. The
scoreboard shows
Wildcats' 34-23 deficit
at halftime enroute to
a 67-65 Southeastern
Conference Jojs
Wednesday night.
Master led the Kentucky scorers with 28
before fouling out and
Hord added 18 in the
losing cause.
Photo by Hal Crouch

SCOREBOARD
College ,
basketball
EAST
Connecticut 5t. Boston Coll. 58,OT
Georgetown, D.C.62,Seton Hall 60
Iona tat Manhattan 73
Marist 100, St.rtancis,Pa 92 •
New Hampshire III. S.Maine 71
Niagara 92, Bucknell 75
Penn St.63,S.Flonda 56
StFrancis, NY 62. Vermont 59
St _Vincent, Pa., 73, Westminster 63
Syracuse 71, Providence 66
•
SOUTH
Alabama 109. Louisiana St. 86
Ala.-Birmingham 73, Utica 44
Catnpbett 74, W.111nois62
Citadel64, E Tennessee St.52
Fairleigh Dickinson 78, Loola. Aid.
76
-Georgia tech 79, niggler 71
-IC.Smith 80, Norfolk St 73
Louisville 26,S.Alabansalt
Mis.nsippi
KrotuayIS
N.Carohna 61, N.Carolina St 41
NC-Charlotte H.Jacksonv ille U
.01d Dominion U.VNIT SI
11.0..3•0ke2z Illutinann Ea.
SE Louisiana 63.Baptist 57
SW Baptist 66. Delta St.62,DT
Tennessee 69. Florida 66
Tulane 106. U of the South 57

Vanderbilt H. Auburn 68
Wakeforest 58. Duke 411
MIDWEST
Ball St. U. Matill, Ohio 66
Roiling Green 75, Kent St. 72
Cent Michigan 68, E Michigan 66, OT
DePaul 92,S.Carolina 59
E Washington 66. Puget Sound 64
Hope 97, Aquinas 73
John Carroll 59. Case Reserve 58
KansasSt. 75. Iowa St. 55
Missouri 54,0kla home St.49
Nebraska 75, Kansas 55
N.Illinois 60, W.M ichigan 59
Ohio U 69, Toledo 67
Tenn.-Martin 77,SE Missouri 43
W.Virginia 62, Youngstown St. 60
SOUTHWEST
Arkansas62, Tesas Christian 59
FAR WEST
Colorado 99. Oklahoma U
Colorado Mines 93,5 Colorado 72
Denver67, Chadron St. 40
E. Montana 61, Rocky Mountain 46
Wyoming 54, Air Force 40

Pro basketball

We Still Have
A Good Selection
Of Frosty Acres
Frozen Vegetables
Quarter Pound-Pure
Ground Beef

6
1
1
g
(liji

Patties $ing,
1

14 Lb Box

7

Frosty Acres Cream Style

Corn
Country Ham Hocks &
Butts
Whole Hog
Sausage Patties

Wednesday's Games
- 1°4116. Atlanta 35
Hos
Milwaukee ill. Philadelphia 107
San Diego 105, Dallas 102
Kansas City 117. Cleveland 104 .
Seattle 166, Indiana 116-Golden State 143. Denver 128

12-10 oz. pkg.

$11150
Ili

79' $1 39
to

lb

6 Bo Box $899

200 Lb. To 275 Lb.
Sides of Choke Beef

f•

29

Guaranteed Tender

Who can guide YOU
through the
tax maze?

No Charge Fez Catting, Wrapping
Freezing

Wholesale & Retail Meat

When it comes lo taxes ore you

pOSitive yet. r••
- not
paying too much" Maybe you're not paying enough'
' in the confusing game of taxes..11 pays to work with
gPA _9 Certified Public Accountant A CPA ,.lays a
vital role in helping you pion your path through
todays complicated tax moze

GIBSON HAM CO

Do you know enough about Federal state and local
tax lows to make sound financial business and
personal decisions How do decisions involving
estate planning depreciation of assets pension and
profit shoring plans and other areas affect taxes"

photo 753.4401NOUNS;7:00-5:00 Milo.-Fri.

!OF N. .irsI St.

We Accept Food
Stumps

"Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray"

Why gel lost in on unlamiliar area" Tax planning
requires a professional — Your CPA
Certified Public Accountants perform the
of accounting services .

Ml rorige

col mr---fe-

CPA

More than a nth', iVs a profession

Leather Shoes

I.

The Saving Places..

(Boys sad Girls)
Sizes 5 Hire 7

Bel-Air Shopping Center
Murray, Kentucky 42071
Phone 502-753-7403

Michael H. Keller
k.

1.

SHOE
BIZZ, JR.

BONUS
IFT

Certified Public Accountant
201 S. 6th Street

753-8918

Truckload SALE
Selection of animals ?nay vary.

A LOVABLE CUDDLY FRIEND

At Big John! Good Thru Jan. 19

with a 95C deposit on your Portrait Package.
Our professional portraft package offers you a variety of poses and
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art1 take home the Cuddly Friend of your choke...a plush, toy
animal perfect for your little one's hand.
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Down Concord way

Concord residents welcome new neighbors
By ESTELLE
SPICE LAND
Jan. 5, 1082
As a new year begins, I
should remember words
of Ella Wheeler Wilcox's
poem as I write:
"Laugh, and the world
laughs with you.
Weep, and you weep
alone.
For the sad old earth
must borrow its mirth,
But has trouble enough
of its own."
Yet, as in sympathy
with the many who begin
1982 with sadness over illness and the loss of loved
ones, I experience no
mirth.
Two former friends,
Mrs. Bertie Roberts and
Lynn Ferguson, went to

or-

urens,
BRUTUS DEFENSE FUND—Folks In
N. Y., are passing the hat to defend freedom of expression for a loudmouthed scoffbark named
Brutus. Brutus, who is owned by Gary and Judy
Sprague, has been ticketed eight times for excessive barking and the Sprague's children,
Michael, left, and Lorraine, fear they may have to
give up Brutus. The Brutus Defense Fund was
started to obtain a lawyer for his upcoming court
appearance.
( AP Laserphoto)

Hospital reports listed
Cheryl A. Dillon, Rt. 11,
Sedalia; Gary L.
Burkeen, Rt. 1, Dexter;
Robert E. Wiggins, Rt. 2;
NEWBORN
Ron D. Thomas, 322
ADMISSIONS
Smith, McKenzie, Tenn.;
Robin Burks and baby Burnett McNeill, Fern
boy, Rt. 5. Cadiz.
Terrace Lodge.
DISMISSALS
Christine M. Hancock,
-Mary E. Wilson and 1107 Elm St.; Grace
. Rt 1, Benton; Barnes, 820 Hurt; Lexie
bat)) boySandra Elaine Arnold, 0. Hicks, Rt. 1, Dexter;
Rt. 6; Laura S. Paschall, Dorris Lee. Owen, 106
Rt. 4; James Jeffrey South 10th St.; LeRoy
Murdock, 313 Anderson, Cunningham (expired
Mayfield.
1702 West Main St.
1-11-82
Adults 163
Nursery 9

the cemetery the same
day.
Many tunes the past
year, I have seen funeral
processions pass.
Hospitals, though
decorated for Christmas,
were sad meeting places.
A brother, Otis Lovins,
spent the holidays there,
as did Mrs. Blanche
Spiceland, Mrs. Durwood
Edwards, Bob Farris,
Mason McClure and
many other acquaintances.
But there were many
joyous holidays for some.
Concord has
newcomers from Pennsylvania, buyers of the
late Maud Nance's white
brick home. The Rev.
Thomas Small, pastor of

Good Shepherd United
Methodist Church, called
on them as perhaps
others have. We hope
they like Concord and
Kentucky.
The old colonial type
house in Concord, sold by
the Nances, is now the
happy home of Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Lough and
four lovely young
-daughters who attend
church at Murray
Memorial Baptist. The
children ride a school bus
to county schools. Mrs.
Lough teaches music.
Several widows and
shutins around Concord
appreciated the Mt.
Carmel Choir coming and
singing Christmas carols
on their lawns before

Christmas.
There is very little left
of the former Concord
which was here when we
walked the 22 miles to
school where some of our
teachers still living were
Max Hurt, Connie Redden Montgomery and Tipton Wilcox. Connie and I,
in spite of changes, agree
that Concord for us, is the
best place to live.
Arthritic joints permit
travel only in reverie
now, but as I read school
children's letters to 4anta
in December, wishing for
unheard of toys, but
needing spelling books, I
knew that precious
memories for old age
could be treasures worth
hoarding.

From the windows of
our old deserted home,
standing "like a ragged
beggar sunning" I can
remember when a dim
light from an old
kerosene lamp shone until midnight often as
Mother helped us with
lessons.'
When I saw on television during Christmas, an
old China headed doll in
an old stocking, I appreciated my old doll,
now understanding the effort "Old Santa" must
have made to even get a
10 cent present for his
five children.
Other memories accumulated with passing
years. Other old houses
became treasure houses

— the old McClure home,
later the old Spiceland
home Between the Lakes,
and the little three room
house near by where my
first jonquils bloomed
through the snow. Then
an old Montgomery farm
from which now years of
footprints have been
erased.
It has taken an ordinary life time to make
this tour. All my readers
could tell oust such
travels down memory
lane, but not all would be
content, as I am, to face
life's setting sun in the
shadow of old Concord
School house from which
more friends have gone
than are left.

Legislators delay marijuana bills consideration
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP) — Arguments heard
by an interim committee
last year on proposed stiffer marijuana penalties
have been repeated
before the House Committee on JudiciaryCriminal.
The committee on
Wednesday delayed consideration of three
measures related to
growing, using and selling marijuana.

Although the sponsors
claimed the measures
would deter the marijuana trade, not even
State Police Commissioner Marion Campbell
viewed the legislation as
a final cure.
And Gatewood
Galbraith of Lexington,
head of Kentucky Marijuana Guild Inc., said the
bills are doomed to
failure.
Among other problems

,the committee faces is
choosing between two
measures aimed at making punishment harsher
for possession and
transfer of the drug.
The version sponsored
by Rep. Herman Rattliff,
R-Campbellsville, would
make it a felony to sell or
transfer eight ounces or
more of marijuana. The
similar measure by Rep.
Dottie Priddy, D Louisville, uses one

pound as the threshhold.
Each claimed his or her
bill had a better chance of
getting through the
legislature.
A third bill, by Rattliff,
would make it a felony to
cultivate or harvest 25 or
more marijuana plants,
but critics on the committee saw defects there,too.
"We're trying to go
after the pusher and producer, not concern
ourselves with the teen-

ager caught smoking,"
Rattliff said.
Ms. Priddy's version is
a refinement of a bill
passed by the 1980
General Assembly and
vetoed by Gov. John Y.
Brown Jr. because the
penalties for young people were too severe.
She said the new bill
"goes solve the governor's problem."
As expected, all the
measures were endorsed

by state police officials
and Attorney General
Steven Beshear.
As expected, Galbraith
contended the problem
was being approached in
the wrong way and would
be counterproductive.
Campbell said Kentucky is among the top
five in states growing
marijuana and "maybe
second only to California."

HEALTH

Foundation director assumes duties

Sedate, or just tranquil?

"Everything is here at
Wesley Foundation for an
and break the skin. The exciting and fulfilling
welps come and go and I get ministry," said the Rev.
the worst itching spells at Rick
Kirchoff, newly apnight.
• _
pointed director of the
•
DEAR READER — Most United Methodist campus
hives are allergic reactions, facility at Murray State
and a lot of these are food University.
allergies. Antihistaminics
Kirchoff moved to Murwhich you are probably takray from Paducah and
ing often help
In other cases an effort to assumed his duties Jan. 1
find and remove the sub- to succeed the Rev. Fred
stance a person is allergic to Morton, now assistant
is necessary. If it is food, you minister of St. Luke's
may need to be tested with
an elimination diet to identi- United Methodist Church,
fy the item or items. You'll - Memphis.
need professional help on
A native of Memphis,
this but the technique is to Kirchoff graduated from
remove for four weeks the
Lambuth College,
most notorious excitants:

Lawrence E. Lamb,M.D.
DEAR DR. LAMB — I am
hopelessly confused about.
the difference between sedatives and tranquilizers. Or is
there any difference? You
hear so much about the dan-•
gers of tranquilizers and I
want to, know if they are
more dangerous than sedatives.
I have high blood pressure
and my doctor gives me
Aldomet, Naquival and
phenobarbital. Is phenobarbital a sedative or a tranquilizer? Will it -cause me to
get addicted like some of the
tranquilizers do? I know I
have to have my blood pressure,controlled but at age 72
I sure don't want to become
a drug addict.
DEAR READER — The
separation of sedatives from
tranquilizers is a bit arbitrary because almost all
tranquilizers have a sedative
action. Traditionally the
medicines used for sedation
were called hypnotics and
sedatives. The hypnotics
induced sleep (sleeping pills)
and sedatives calmed you

L.;)IAT PC r'OL!
THINK, MA'AM?

down — makes you sedate.
The effects really depend
upon how much the brain is
depressed by drug action.
Hence sedation, drug hypnosis and general anesthesia
are all just increasing
degrees of response even to
the same drug.
Tranquilizers are supposed to just make you tranquil — eliminate anxiety.
Obviously there is not much
difference between being
made sedate and being tranquil — except for advertising purposes there is not a
dime's worth of difference.
And all of these medicines
have at least a mild hypnotic
effect, making you sleepy.
The oldest hypnotic-sedative is alcohol used to
relieve the discomfort of
anxiety or stress; it is a
brain depressant. Phenobarbital also falls into this class
and you can become dependent upon it and have adverse
reactions when it is stopped
abruptly — withdrawal
symptoms. So don't quit on

THIS IS THE UNIFORM
6RAMPA WORE
1.044EN HE WAS AN MP
IN UJORLP WAR II

NO WONDER
YOU LOOK
SO HAPPY

your own abruptly. Naquival
contains reserpine (serpasil)
which is classified as a tranquilizer. Aldomet is none of
these.
I am sending you The
Health Letter number 12-2,
Sedatives, Hypnotics and
Tranquilizers: The Pill Problem, which gives you a list of
the commonly used medicines and their actions. Others who want this issue can
send 75 cents with a long,
.stamped, self-addressed
envelope for it to me, in care
of this newspaper, P.O. Box
1551, Radio City Station,
New York, NY 10019. There
are blood pressure medicines which are none of
these, such as Inderal.
DEAR DR. LAMB — My
doctor said he thinks my
problem is hives. Is there
any cure for them? He
changed my medicines and
after all the testing I still
have the itch. Big red welps
pop up in different parts of
my body and itch like hell.
The welps don't have any
secretion unless I scratch

JUST THOO6HT
SHOW
YOU HOW THIS KI
OF DUTY SORT OF RUNS
IN OUR FAMILY...

I'M HAPPY
BECAUSE
WE BURNED
THEM--

milk, egg, seafood, nuts,
seeds, chocolate, orange,
tomato. And, of course,
avoid foods that are hidden
sources of these Rails, such
as eggs in ice cream. After
four weeks if that works you
can care Ily add one item
at a time tQ.return to using
those foal* that you are not
allergic to.

DOESN'T PO MUCH FOR
YOU, HUH, MA'AM?

AND WE DIDN'T
HAVE TO EAT
THEM
•

Jackson, Tenn., with a
degree in business. He
has earned both a
Masters in Divinity and
in Christian Education
from United Methodist
Theological Seminary of
Ohio.
His firit assignment
was with CalvaryLongview, Memphis. He
also has served at St.
Mark's Church,Paducah,
and was serving Arcadia
Church, Paducah, when
appointed to his present
position.
Kirchoff, his wife,
Jane, and their two
children, Chris and Julie.

reside at parsonage, 1612
Sunset Boulevard.
A public reception to
meet the Kirchoff family
will be Sunday, Jan. 17,
from 2:30 to 4 p.m. at the
new Wesley Foundation
Building, 1315 Payne St.
Kirchoff also will speak
at the 10:50 a.m. service
Sunday at First United
Methodist Church.
Returning and new
students at Murray State
met Kirchoff Wednesday
afternoon during the first
Chip and Dip get-together
for the new semester at
the foundation.
"Winter Warm-up" in-

Oil-burning utilities pass on costs
WASHINGTON (AP) — sions "impede putting in
Oil-burning utilities in place new plants that
several states are finding burn coal," Samples told
it easier to pass the a Joint Economic Comhigher cost of oil on to mittee hearing on the role
customers than to get of coal in revitalizing the
rate increases needed to economy.
Declaring that "an efficonvert to coal, a coal incient, competitive coaldustry spokesman says.
Gene Samples, chief transportation system is
executive officer of Con- crucial to coal's price
solidation Coal Co. and stability," Samples urged
chairman of the National the federal government
Coal Association, asked to grant the right of emiWednesday that the nent domain to coal
federal government slurry pipelines, which
Study "how public utility would let them take over
—commissions—address—properly—need e d
rate making in respect to rights-of-way.
This would offer 4.•`st
raising capital for new insure way to give the
vestment."
Procedures now used railroads the needed
by some state commis- competition for coal

markets," he said.
Alan Dorris, president
of the _Cgalstream
Pipeline Co., said that
without the right of eminent domain, a proposed
1,500-mile slurry pipeline
from the Illinois and Appalachian coal fields to

WHICH ONE DO YOU
WANT TO SEE?

-

FIRST,TM NOT WING
NADU A IZAJ5E

—7 )0U 1.1.45tRKEL7 _
FOR MP(
)Nø AT BLUE DRAC,C0N
NOW you WANT

OH,YES„,

YrdwneG!

Joe ?

WOULD THE LESSER OF THE
TWO EVILS STEP OUT HERE?

AND WHATi5Y THAT WA5
THE GOOD
THE 000D
NEWS? A NEW5

I AM 5ENOING
YOU HONE „
TO MY
WIFE.

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
ACROSS
1 Facial
feature
6 Less
11 Fixed
portion
13 Sea soldier
14 Exists
15 Advance in
rank
17 Scale note
18 Party item
20 Time period
21 Obtain
22 Lampreys
24 Illuminated
25 Novel
heroine
26 Harvest
28 Toils
30 Declare
32 Weaving
machine
33 Worships
35 Merry
37 Ending with
what or how
36— the line
Supercilious
40
person
Conducted
43 Chief artery
45 Compass
point
46 Printer's
measure
47 Commissions
49 Cooked lava
50 Cut of meat
52 Takes as
one's own
54 Lions and
Tigers
55 Rain and hart
DOWN
1- Newlywed

2 Simpler
3 Near
4 Rend
5 Fishing
boat
6 Small rugs
7 Anger
8 Nickel
symbol
9 Except that
10 Chairs
12 Christmas
song
13 Deadly
16 Post
19 Begged
21 Relevant
23 Relish
25 Instruments
27 Through
29 Mbrsh
31 Sharp reply
33 Thoroughfare
34 North Amen-

Answer to Wednesday's Puzzle

0000 BUM CCU
MOO MUM MOO
MOM= MO DEC
MUM CUOMO
UUBOOMOU OM
MUM OUU OUU
BO DUN MU 120
UM COM SOU=
MU UMUOIONDO
=NUM CLUE
MUU 111U UMUOUU
GUM MOO EMU
UOU KUUM CLUE
can rail
36 Give
37 Choose
39 Italian
volcano
41 Lion or tiger

43 War god
44 Sums up
47 Shade tree
48 The sun
5 1 Bye
53 Hebrew letter

EMMA
AMAAW
AMEN WMEMMIM
WM WOMWMMM WM
WOW WEEMM WM'
WMM AMME
WINN WNW.=
WOW AMMM
WIOMMUMW AMU
WOMM WNW AMIN
WMM WEMMW WMM
W M WEMEMMW WM

lommum aimiamm
mu

•

utilities in Georgia and
Florida can never be
built.
He said that under
pressure from the
railroads, most state
legislatures refuse to
grant eminent domain to
coal pipelines.

2. Notice

2. Notice

•
711 Model Down
12' by 55' For Sole.
Call 753-0193
after 6:00 p.m.

JAN- Al

•—iS LT FUZZ
HERE? OR
SST, SNORKEL=

eluding a chili doesupper
will be Sunday at 7 p.m.
at the foundation. The
new director will speak
following the meal.
The regular Wednesday night Bible study will
open with a session on
"Sermon on the Mount"
at 9 p.m. Wednesday,
Jan. 20.
Kirchoff said Wesley
Foundation is open from 9
a.m. to 11 p.m. daily and
students and townspeople
are welcome to visit
anytime. Kay Gupton,
secretary and greeter,
also will be working at
the foundation.

Son 25% Os Foor
liesey-Dety Lifetime
Warranty Shocks Instilled Where?
ECONOMY TIRE
& SERVICE
203 Mein St.
Norm, Ky.

Join thefight...
Apainsi cancer Ihdealting the
on raise
McDowell Caeca F
funds to build • cancer center lot
Kenruddana
Reading ow goal ol 519 million
depends on du generosity of pantie
like you
Please send contributions to
McDOWELL CANCER FOUNDA•
TION, 915 South Limestone Lexington. Kentucky 40536
AS donation MP be matched by
Mrs. Lucille Markey of Calumet
wino,
Fans
1111

We con copy your old
family photos able you
sett nod you con take the
original prInt 1+Orle.
without ,ea, of

tarter
Studio
300 Mom

753 82911

GOLD & SILVER
WHOLESALE
JEWELERS INC.
Olympic Plaza
14K Gold chains 16"
$12.95
14 K Gold Chilies 1$'
$16.95
flouting Hearts $3.45
Free Gold Gift With
Each $50.00 Per.
chase.
Open 9 cm.-9 p.m.
753-7113

NOTICE
1911 UNPAID CITY OF MURRAY PROPERTY
TAXES BECAME DELINQUENT AS OF JANUARY 1,
1912. PLEASE CHECK WITH THE CITY CLERK'S
OFFICE(153-122)) FOR THE CORRECT AMOUNT
OF TAXES D111.
JO CRASS,
CITY CLERK

1,014.1*
mes-- .n•
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2. Notice

5. Lost and Found

28. Mobile Home Rentals

22. Musical

bedroom, car
Pelee. new furniture,
central gas neat See at
Shady Oaks 753 5209.
Two bedroom trailer
near Murray. No pets.
Nice Call 489 XII.

Mother Goose Night and
Day Care Center,
Former location of Tiny
Tots is now open under
new ownership and
management. Open 6
days a week, 6:30a.m.
5 15p m., 6: 30p.m.
10 30p m. Call 753-0191
or 492 8908.

liss
loots
$10 to'40 Off.
Ise Grow
Dross loots
'29.95
IN Wirt
wall Ilerciashu
Vs Off
kits, Straw Rats, arts,
coats isd lasdkags
Vornon's
Wester. Store
Olympic Plass
733-7113
9-9 Doily
1-6 %Imlay

Found orange and white
male cat in Canterbury
area Call 753 0273

9. Situation Wanted
I will clean houses, sit
with sick people, or
babysit
Experienced
and can give references 759-9141.
Mother of 2 age 30
desires to keep babies
or small children part
time or full time, day or
night. 759 1692

14. Want to Buy
Want to buy junk cars
Call 474 8838 after 5pm
We buy standing timber
of all types. Highest
prices are paid. Call
Edmonson LOgging at
235-5748, 235 5648, Cadiz,
Ky.

15, Articles for Sale
AB Dick 695 Copier. 3
years old Cost $2415.,
new $900. Phone 753
9204

16 Home Furnishings
Printing business for
sale. Located in Paris,
Tn. $23,000. Phone 90)
393-3861 after 5p.m.

U01

rni
DIAMOND
DRAWING.
GOLD-SILVIOGEMS
L.C.O. alossiois
$14. Illomom1 Poolmmts
$12-$21. Woe Idmim
24.86. SIP dive elms
$6.N. VW* dome "lib
om146. Usk& 33%
-hod modeltotimeoley. U.S
Fogey, mot ozpossIvo.
Unto/ b Gimes 1om117
(air) 484 I. 1218 7239199. Non 14-1 Ten.&
kg.; 1. to4 U.

THE APPLE TREE
SCHOOL provides
quality child care and
educational programs
for ages 2 and older.
Openings for a limited
number of children are
now available. 1503
Stadium View Dr. 7539356.

30in. Gas Stove Set of
gas logs Call 759 1829
after 5p.m.
Blond bedroom set
trimmed in gold, double
canopy bed. Desk with
hutch and chair, 3
drawer chest with
bookcase top, 4 drawer
Sears 2
night stand
manual organ in a wood
cabinet with rhythm
section. These can be
seen after 5p.m. at 1008
Sharp St. or call
753-0309.
King size bed, mattress.
$375. Call 436-1249 anytime after 4p.m.
White French Provincial bedroom suite.
753 3064 after 4:30.

19. Farm Equipment
Five foot bush hog, oft.
sutooiler, 12ft.
metal gate, stay rite
pump lhp., basement
sump pump, truck top
per for long wheel base,
weed chopper fence
charger, go-cart. 7537791.

disk,

We have two 28.8
38 Nice sad nee tires
fur $408.
733-039S

5. Lost and Found
Orange and white female setter bird dog lost
in vicinity of Almo.
Reward. 3546519 or
437-4254 anytime.
Small leather purse lost
in Big John's Parking
Lot. Please return.
Need medical alert
card. 437-4588.

6. Help Wanted
AN OHIO OIL CO.
offers high income, plus
cash bbnuses, benefits
to mature person _ in
Murray area. R egardIss of experience,
write M.T. Read,
American Lubricants
Co., Box 696, Dayton,
Ohio 45401.
Auto Mechanic must
have 'alignment experience. 8-5, 6 days per
week. $4.50 per hour
plus commission. Benefits provided. Action
Personnel 753-6532.
TEXAS OIL COMPANY
needs mature person
for short trips surrounding Murray. Contact customers. We
train. Write D. C. Dick,
Pres. Southwestern
Petroleum, Ft. Worth,
Tx, 76101,

20. Sports Equipment
Model 36 Smith &
Wesson Chief Special.
New in box. $300. Call
753-8184.
New nichol plated 357
Smith & Wesson model
19 pistol. Home 6a.m. to
lp.m. 753-7646, work
2p.m. to 11p.m. 753.9614.

22. Musical

WANTED
Responsible party to
take op payments ea
like mew pine.

CLAYTONS
753-7575

SPINET CON 0 L E
PIANO FOR SALE
Wanted: Responsible
pony to take over
piano. Coe be sees
locally. Writs Mr.
Powers, lox 327,
Carlyle, Illinois

Extra nice 1 bedroom,
unfurnished duplex in
Westwood Subd. With
fireplace, patio, stove,
62231.
refrigerator, dis
hwasher, disposal and
washerdryer hook up.
month plus de $265
PIANO
posit. 759-1930 or
FON SALE
305 792-5565.
Wansedi lloopomdbie Amoy
One and 2 bedroom
Is sumo wad awl* • apartments near downtown Murray. Call 753
prommosus oploot/comsolm
4109 or 436 2844
plus. C.be sosm Wok.
Welts: (laded, plasm*
Nice furnished 1 bed
mmembo.) Ceoet
room apartment. InP.O. Sol $21, llockolooyor,
quire 100 S. 13th St.
11 62219
One bedroom furnished
apartment near hospital Couples preferred
492 8662 after 5p.m.
23. Exterminating
One bedroom furnished
apartment 1 block from
MSU. Air condition,
wall to wall carpet $75
per
deposit, $110
month. Call 759.4538.
One bedroom furnished
apartment 121 North
next to fairgrounds. $90.
a month. 753.3139. College boys preferred.
One bedroom furnished
apartment. Near hospital. Will repaint to suit
tenant. Adults. No pets.
24. Miscellaneous
Lease and deposit re14K1. gold ladies quired. Call 753 9208
watch. Has almost 1 and after 4.00p.m.
one quarter ounces of Small furnished apargold in watch. Face has tment. Private. $90. No
diamond on 2 sides. chilren. No pets See at
753-0309.
401 S. 8th.
I L.60-15 belted tires Three apartments and 1
outline white letters. house. 3 miles from
Like new. $200. 753 8590.
town. Call 753-8848
AAA CUSTOM MADE Two bedroom apart'
CABINETS, bookcases, ment for rent. Range,
music centers, etc. oven, refrigerator, disReasonable. 436-2566.
hwasher, disposal,
Firewood. Order now washer and dryer
and burn seasoned wood hookup, air, carpet. No
pets. One year lease and
this winter. 436-2758
Firewood. Seasoned or $225 deposit required.
unseasoned. $25. rick $225 per month. Call
delivered. Call 436 2744 753 2622 or753 3865.
Two bedroom duplex
.after 5pm.
Kero-Sun Heaters. semi•furnished. Now
Omni 15 $ 147.99, available. Panorama
Moonlighter $154.99, Shores. $175. month plus
Radiant 8 $162.99, utilities. Students conRadiant It $209.99, sidered. 436 2755.
Radiant 36 $212.99. Two bedroom .duplex.
Omni 85 $218.99, Omni Central heat and air. No
pets. Couple preferred.
105 $247.99. The Direc
tor S254.99. Wallen $210. month. $200. deposit. Lease required
Hardware Paris.
Call after 5p.m.
Large corrugated car
753-6699.
tons. Excelleht insula
tion for out buildings. Wanted female room
Each weighs -10 13Ibs. mate to share apart
759 9252 after
Can be picked up at 607 ment
4p.m.
Maple St.
PERSONALIZE YOUR
33. Rooms for Rent
JEANS, sweaters
Shirts, purses, jackets, Furnished room 1 block
robes, linen, etc. from MSU. Kitchen and
FAYE'S MONOGRAMS ..iwundr_y facilities. $50.
Dixieland Center 753- month. Call 759-4538.
7743.
Private furnished room
SEASONED for men students one
FIREWOOD. Mixed half block off campus.
hardwoods 18".24'
Private entrance, kit
available. $27.50 a rick chen, air condition,
delivered. Call John utilities furnished. $410
Boyer at 753 8536.
per semester. 1626
Wood for Sale. $25 a Hamilton. Call 753 1342
rick. Call 489-2101 or or 753 8572.
489-2231.
Rooms for rent. One
Wood stove, washer and block from university.
Call 753-6933 or 753.1812
dryer. Call 436-5657.

•

ON SALE
Spiatt-Commok
Pismo
lospoarkto piety
to tolls soot lov mootily
armies ow split
Coo bo soft focally. Writs
cm& w000gor: P.O. hi
537 Siellorvils, Ind. 46176

32. Apts. For Rent

Now while they last!
.The Sanyo Kerosese
heaters. Nests as
overage size room 18
beers ii.. peke of
heresese.

AMIN
FORNITIINE
Nwy,641 Nor&
7534566

34. Rouses for Rent
Five yeor old 3 bedroom
house. Carpeted, large
kitchen, insulated, water furnished. Near
- Aurora. $195. plus de.
posit. 142-3877.
Option to buy. 3 acre,
nice 2 bedroom home.
Stove, refrigerator. 7
miles east of Murray on
280. All remodeled. $175.
month plus deposit.
436 2802.

41, Public Sale

43. Real Estate

Available immediately,
well insulated
now
re decorated house neaw
Murray. 91 East.
Couples. No pets,
$150. Rslarences.
posit. 753-7551.
Beautiful home 5 miles
east of Murray. 4 bedroom, 3 bath, den,
central heat and air,
with heat pump. Redecorated. Before 2p.m.
753 0858, after 4 30p.m.
753 8943.
Beautiful 3 bedroom
unfurnished, all electric
home of% S. 9th. Available Thurs., Jan. 13th.
$250. per month rent,
$150 deposit Call 753
9829

Air conditioners, stereo
equipment. t.v. game
tape players. Encyclo
pedia, Ford Pintrer
clothes and lots of
miscellaneous. 403 5
11th. Jan. 1)16,9-S.

1957 Ford. $550.
4741434.
Puriom & Thurman
1969 Nova for sale. Call
..,insurance
after 5p.m. 767 4462.
Real Estate
1973 Buick Station Wa
ison. 5550. 759 1465.
Sovthside Court Sq.
1973 Thunderbird. Re
Murray, Kentucky
built engine, fully
153-4451
loaded, mag wheels
$950. Call 759 1465.
1974 Chevrolet Monte
LIFE
FINANCIAL
SAVER. This beautiful Carlo. Body damaged.
•
spacious four bedroom, S650,Call 759-1465.
two bath home can be 1974 Ford Station Wapurchased with or gon. Drives good. new
without adjacent lot; inside. $575 or best
with or without rental offer. 753-9672.
cabin Take your pick 1974 Maverick. 2 door, 6
and the owner will cylinder, air condition,
FINANCE IT FOR YOU Power steering and
t a fantastic rate. power brakes. Auto
Special features: be- matic, 57,000 miles.
autiful creek and 436-2802.
wooded View from re- 1975 Grand Torino
dwood deck, enormous Sport. Excellent condi
family room with Hon, 51550. 1972 Cadillac
fireplace, two car gar- Coupe Deville. Excelage and much more at lent condition. $1000.
an unbeligrable price! 471 8838.
For more information
lite Excelcall SPANN REALTY 1976 Ford
lent condition. $2000.
ASSOC. now at 753 7724.
Cali 753-8184.
z 1978 Cougar- Mercury
X R 7. Fully loaded.
Take This
$3850. Call 759 1465. .
Home...Please
1979 Luv 4 wheel drive
No kidding, owner like new. Call 753-6132.
must sell. He's 1980 Citation. Sharp car.
been transferred 7539100
from Murray to 1981 Datsun 3100X like
Omaha. He's leav- new. 753-7853.

FOR
RENT
2 story only
/
11
$ 1 6 5, Ashley
wood heating unit.
2 acres land
lakeway Shores. 2
level house, 3
BR., fireplace and
wood stove.
$ 1 2 . Duplex
apt., 3 rooms and
bath. 2 blocks
East of MSU.
- $150. Apt. with, 3
rooms and loath.
Newly decorated.
753•911111
•
RI

L4

_

it{

& POOPfITV MANAGE041.47

Small 3 bedroom frame
house in Murray. Gas
floor furnace, window
air conditioner. $135.
month, $150. deposit.
References required.
753 1566 after 5p.m.
Three bedroom house
for rent. Stove, reirige_rat.or,
washerdryer, d i s hwasher and disposal.
$225. month, $100. deposit. References. 420 S.
9th St Call 753.5094
Three bedroom house
unfurnished. Close to
university. 489-2414.
Three room apartment,
1 bedroom. Electric
heat, furnished, 753 6045
or 753-1579.
Two bedrOoM brick
house, 1 mile from city
limits. $175. with deposit and references.
.-753 4502.
Two bedroom nice
neighborhood. Highest
heat bill $25. Stove
furnished, 6 month
lease. $185 plus deposit.
753 8198.

43. RealEstate

OPPERUD
7531222
ISM UVING.
1111111111KMINIMI

COUNTRY
CHARM
Peaceful country
livin' goes with this
unique three
bedroom home in
Graves County between Murray &
Mayfield. Antique
log beamed ceilings
in den and dining
area, wood burning
'Fisher Stove and
central heat and
air. This is an extremely neat
Cedar-sided home
in quiet, private
location. Offered in
the low 550's. Phone
753-1222 for all information.
GOOD
NEIGHBORHOOD
AND
NEIGHBORS
Come see this three
bedroom, 1-2 bath
brick home with living room, dining
room, family room,
chain-link fenced
backyard, large
covered wooden
deck, automatic
garage door
opener, central gas
heat and insulated
to TVA specifications to help save on
those winter heat
bills. All this and offered in the low
550's through Kopperud Realty,_ 711
Main Street.

41. Public Sale

6ICAIIIIC INDOOR
YARD SALE &
FLEA MARKET
9 a.m.-9 p.m. Feb. 1 & 211
Murray Ws Cuter sponsored by. Mum Kiwanis
Dealers welcome.
limited limber sf balks.
Available fir information in
boil rental call 15341515,
1531113.
Moving Sale- Sat., 8 3
513 S. 6th inside. Stereo,
pingpong table, toddlers
clothes, toys, tools,
clothes, low prices.

•

Strout
.
Realty
Office Coast to Coast
Isom ham Everywhere
Iolioblo Service Since 1900
, 11112 Coldwater 5•01
Money, Kootocky 421171
(502)753.0186
Anytime
101 L. 111111011
Broker
Gassed I Seeded
FINANCIAL LIFE
SAVER. This beautiful
spacious four bedroom,
two bath home can be
purchased with or
without adjacent lot;
with or without rental
cabin. Take your pick
and the owner will
FINANCE IT FOR YOU
at a fantastic rate.
Special features: beautiful creek and
wooded view from redwood deck, enormous
family room with
fireplace, two car'garage and much more at
an unbelievable price!
For more information
call SPANN REALTY
ASSOC. now at 753-7724.

22S L.P. Miller St.(Aar..•ter C•••••Ity rms..)

Speciakting la Senior Citizens
Har-Cias11.00
Shampoo,Shave and Miran $2.75
Opea Nears
Men., Tees., Well., Then., Fri., Set.
7:30.2:30- 753-3685

26. TV-Radio

LARGE
SELECTION

usgp Ty's
25" color $39.95
19" color, 13" COor, 19" B/W

CLAYTON S
753-7575

FOR SALE
1988 Cadillac Sedu Do IfiNe Full power and
as new.

air, one Owner, local car, clean

1981 0Msmobile Cotten Supreme Coupe Power
and air. One owner, local trade in. Sharp!
1980 Pontiac Gros4 Prix. One owner, local
trade in. Clean as o Hounds tooth
1977 Liseela Mork V One oiener, local trade
in. Sharp.
1917 AMC GemsNe One owner, local trade
in.
1977 Oldsmobile Delta 18. Two door, local
trade in Silver with red top. Sharp.
1977 °Nullities Dolts Coops. White with
gold top

PURDOM
Oldsmobile, Pontiac, Cailillot
140A W. Maim _.
753-3113

ing behind an
assumable. loan.
Poor guy!:We've
cot every confidence this home
will sell within the
month. Three
bedrooms with
delightful decor,
beamed ceiling
greatroom, practical utility and
fenced yard provides home for
your family. Dial
753-1492 now.
HALFWAY TO
HEAVEN
or maybe even
closer
Row cropping,
livestock or a combination of both to b a ce_o_ba r n ,
milkhouse, farrowing house, year
round spring-fed
.creek runs through
the property into a
30-acre water shed
lake. Oh yes',
ladies, there is a
four bedroom
brick home
pampered by its
owners. What
more could you
ask? How about
financing you say?
We have that also
on this 293 acre
country estate.
Dial 753-1492 for
your personal
brochure on this
estate. After hours
dial 436-2166.

27. Mobile Home Sales
12x60 2 bedroom trailer.
Gas heat Delivered and
set up $3200. Call
753.7975.
1968 Baron. Un
furnished. 52500. 474
8838.
1977 Fleetwood 14x70. 2
bedroom, 2 baths, fur
Call 753 4683
nished
after 5p m.
1978 3 bedroom mobile
home for sale or rent.
Located at Stella
Trailer Court. Call 7534864.
Mobile home 1975 14x70.
3 bedroom, electric.
753 6815.

30. Business Rentals
Mimi
itlerehoose
Stomp Space
For Neat
753,475$

PROCESS
IMUIPMENT

r

Wanted:
DESIGNER

.

1.

Designer draftsman with
mechanical experience. Growing
company offering excellent salary
and benefits. All replies held in
confidence. Please send your
resume to Gene Roeder, PEB, Inc.,
P. 0. Box • 7506, Paducah KY
42001.

PROCESS
"EQUIPMENT
,
BUILDEF)
P.O.BOX 7506 PADUCAH, KY 42001-0364

Aluniiim • Service CI.
aluminum ail vigil siding,
custom trim work.
References Call Will Ed
bile', 153-0689.

Wanted:
ENGINEERS
One mechanical engineer with
structural experience and one electrical engineer with microprocessor
experience. Growing company offering excellent salary and benefits.
All replies held'.in ..confidence.
Please send your resume to Carroll
Ladt, PEB, Inc., P 0 Box 7506,
Paducah, KY 42001

Estate.

ROOFING

Will sharpen hand saws,
chain saws and skill
saws Call 753 4656.

I 200 Sycangre
Werray, Kentucky 42071
1502)753-1492

BU1LT-UP & SHINGLES
References. All work
guaranteed. Free
Estimates. Call 7591859o,753-6581

11111MLI3PiG 1
& MOWING !id

44. Lots for Sale
Approximately 41 acres
on corner of Penny road
aid Spring Creek
Church road. Call 489
2425.

Sale

seven

on

acres

Call
Hwy 94 West
OMMUalail 759-1987.
JUST
COMPLETED
46. Homes for Sale
And ready for a new
3 bedroom brick house.
owner. Three
Carpet throughout, 2
n
-.1)4%irctomar _ grgaj....„,_pa.tfts,
room and den. 2 tar
room, three full
with large stor
baths, very attrac- garage
age room. Call 489 2145
tive kitchen, large
Of 753 2493.
utility room and
By owner Sine and one
two car garage.
half story, 3 bedreom.
Walnut kitchen
Located in new
fireplace,
development ad- cabinets, garage,
low
basement,
ja c eiit 1 o
utility bills, deep lot,
Gatesborough.
near hospital. 12
Immediate posses- financing available with
$10,000 down, $42,750.
sion and priced 'in
Call 753-4710 after
the $70's. Owner
5: 30p.M.
financing available.
Small 3 bedroom frame
Phone 753-1222, the
house in Murray. $14,
750. Owner financing
Kopperud Realty
available. 753 1566 after
Home Team.
5p.m
HOME AND
47. Motorcycles
130 ACRES

130 acre farm with
attractive 2
bedroom home and
several outbuildings only 8
miles sor.seast of
Murra,&" Acreae
incluos approximately 55 tendable
acres. Being sold to
settle-estate. Phone
753-1222, Kopperud
Realty, for Real
se rv ice I Fi Rea I

air conditioning

WM MIS,WARS®

Forty

PO.BOX 1479 PADUCAH, KY 420011502)554-0680

All your plumbing and
needs.
Alsodo carPehtry, pain •
ting, roof
ing and concrete. All
work done to satisfac
tion. 753-2211.
Asphalt driveways and
parking lots sealed by
Sears. For free
estimates call 753-2310.
Automobile, machanic
witl do work on automatic and all gasoline..
engined trucks. All work
- e
o
guaranteed. Call 437
4546.
Concrete 'block and
brick wOrk. 20 years
experience. Free estimates. Call 753-5476.
Fence sales at- Sears
now. Call Sears 753-23T0for free estimate tor
your needs.
Furniture Stripping and
Repair. Call 753-7499.
GENERAL HOME
REPAIR. 15 years ex
perience. Carpentry,
concrete, plumbing,
roofing, sliding. NO
JQB TO SMALL. Free
estimates. Days 474
2359, nights 471-2276.
General hauling. Lime,
white rock, rip rap,
and, lumber,
morter,
ties and machinery.
Call 753-6626 after 6pm.
Guttering by Sears.
Sears continuous gut
ters installed for your
specifications. Call
FOR SALE
Sears 753.2310 for free
estimate.
1977 Lincoln Mark V,
K & K STUMP REMOone owner, local car,
VAL. Do you need stumps
loaded.
removed from your yard
or land cleared of
Purdom's
stumps? We can. re.
mole! stumps . up to 24
Oldsmobile
inches below, the
Pontiac
ground, leaving only
Cadillac
sawdust and chips.'Call
for free estimates. Bob
1406 West Main
Kemp 435 4343 or Bob
75 3-531 5
Kemp Jr 435-4319
Need work on your
trees? Topping, prun
50. Used Trucks
ing, shaping, complete
1972 Semi. White freight removal and more. Call
liner. $3000. Motor just BOVER'S TREE
overhauled. 474-8838.
SERVICE for Pro
1974 GMC Sprint. Ex. fessional tree care.
cellent condition. $1395. 753-8536.
1803 College Farm P rofessio-nat
Road.
paperhanging, painting,
farm buildings, top,
53. Services Offered
sides, commercial or
ALCOA -ALUMINUM resitLential. Call
SIDING or vinyl siding Tremon Farris
and trim. Aluminum 759-1987.
trim for brick houses. Sammy Tidwell Paint
ing Contractor. ExJack Glover 753 1873
APPLIANCE SER- perienced interior and
VICE, KENMORE, exterior painting. Free
WHIRLPOOL and estimates. Call 753 4686'
WESTINGHOUSE. 20 or 753-0487.
years experience. Tree trimming and
Bobby Hopper, Bob's removal. Hedges and
Appliance Service, 203 S shrubs. Firewood. 753
5476.
5th. 753-4872 or 753 8886.
Alexander Septic Tank Wet basement? We
Cleaning. Vacuum make wet basements
cleaned from your dry, work completely
driveway. Industrial, guaranteed._ Call or
residential, or, com- write: Morgan Conmercial. 24 hour struction Co. Rt. 2 Box
409 A Paducah, K y.
service. Call 753-5933.
42001 or call day or
night r442-3026.

r21.

45. Farms for

z

HORNBUCKLE BARBER
SHOP

53. Services Offered

49. Used Cars

34. Houses for Rent

Two

1971 Honda 750. 1979
Ford Bronco. Call 753
1236.
IT 175 Yamaha good
condition. Call 7533307.

48. Auto Services

-

Import Auto Salvage.
Repair -that Opal,
Volkswagon, Datsun,
Subaru, Fiat, Chevy
Luv, _Capri Toyota,
tiondalt.all 472 2325.

49. Lised Cars
1976 Grand Prix. E
cellent condition. 759
9702 after 3p.m..

'5/32" AUTUMN OAR &- i-OTHERS-

$2.95 pat'mat
1-A4°'MAS0NIfefrPATTERN5-$3.95
32" ALL V1006-10 PATTERNS $6.95
Psh

1/4" BLANDEX $4.49 psi shut
1/?' BUINDEX $5.95 per shoot
5/8" PARTICAL BOARD $3.45 ing sew

MOLDING
Saie

.CASING

1.92

BASE

2.62
2.18
1.48
.97
1.41
1.00
.79
1.20

1st
CAP
SHOE
BATTEN
STOP

.96
1.31
1.09
.74
.49
.71
.50

.40

•
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Down Concord way

-

Concord residents welcome new neighbors
By ESTELLE
SPICELAND
Jan. 5, 1982
As a new year begins, I
should remember words
of Ella Wheeler Wilcox's
poem as I write:
"Laugh, and the world
laughs with you.
Weep, and you weep
alone.
For the sad old earth
must borrow its mirth,
But has trouble enough.
of its own."
Yet, as in sympathy
with the many who begin
1982 with sadness over illness and the loss of loved
ones, I experience no
mirth.
Two former friends,
Mrs. Bertie Roberts and
Lynn Ferguson, went to

BRU TU S DEFENSE FUND—Folks in
urens,
N. Y., are passing the hat to defend freedom of expression for a loudmouthed scoffbark named
Brutus. Brutus, who is owned by Gary and Judy
Sprague, has been ticketed eight times for excessive barking and the Sprague's children,
Michael, left, and Lorraine, fear they may have to
give up Brutus. The Brutus Defense Fund was
started to obtain a lawyer for his upcoming court
appearance.
( AP Laserphoto)

0-

Hospital reports listed
Cheryl A. Dillon, Rt. 1,
Sedalia; Gary L.
Burkeen, Rt. 1, Dexter;
Robert E. Wiggins, Rt. 2;
:NEWBORN
Ron D. Thomas, 322
- ADMISSIONS ,
Smith, McKenzie, Tenn.;
Robin Burks-aild- baby Burnett McNeill, Fern
boy, Rt. 5. Cadiz.
Terrace Lodge.
DISMISSALS
Christine M. Hancock,
-Mary E. Wilson and 1107 Elm St.; grace
bab3 boy, tit 1, Benton; Barnes, 820 Hurt; Lexie
Sandra Elaine Arnold, 0. Hicks, Rt. 1, Dexter;
Rt. 6; Laura S. Paschall, Dorris -Lee Owen, 106
Rt. 4: James Jeffrey South 10th St.; LeRoy
Murdock, 313 Anderson, Cunningham (expired),
Mayfield.
1702 West Main St.
1-11-82
Adults 163
Nursery 9

the cemetery the same
day.
Many times the past
year, I have seen funeral
processions pass.
Hospitals, though
decorated for Christmas,
were sad meeting places.
A brother, Otis Lovins,
spent the holidays there,
as did Mrs. Blanche
Spiceland, Mrs. Durwood
Edwards, Bob Farris,
Mason McClure and
many other acquaintances.
But there were many
joyous holidays for some.
Concord has
newcomers from Pennsylvania, buyers of the
late Maud Nance's white
brick home. The Rev.
Thomas Small, pastor of

Good Shepherd United
Methodist Church, called
on them as perhaps
others have. We hope
they like Concord and
Kentucky.
The old colonial type
house in Concord, sold by
the Nances, is now the
happy home of Mr. and
Mrs. Robert Lough and
four lovely young
daughters who attend
church at Murray
Memorial Baptist. The
children ride a school bus
to county schools. Mrs.
Lough teaches music.
Several widows and
shutins around Concord
appreciated the Mt.
Carmel Choir coming and
singing Christmas carols
on their lawns before

Christmas.
There is very little left
of the former Concord
4/hich was here when we
walked the 24.2 miles to
school where some of our
teachers still living were
Max Hurt, Connie Redden Montgomery and Tipton Wilcox. Connie and I,
in spite of changes, agree
that Concord for us, is the
best place to live.
Arthritic joints permit
travel only in reverie
now, but as I read school
children's letters to Santa
in December, wishing for
unheard of toys, but
needing spelling books, I
knew that preciou9
memories for old age
could be treasures worth
hoarding.

From the windows of
our old diserted home,
standing "like a ragged
beggar sunning" I can
remember when a dim
light from an old
kerosene lamp shone until midnight often as
Mother helped us with
lessons.
When I saw on television during Christmas,an
old China headed doll in
an old stocking, I appreciated my old doll,
now understanding the effort "Old Santa" must
have made to even get a
10 cent present for his
five children.
Other memories accumulated with passing
years. Other old houses
became treasure houses

- the old McClure home,
later the old Spiceland
home Between the Lakes,
and the little three room
house near by where my
first jonquils bloomed
through the snow. Then
an old Montgomery farm
from which now years of
footprints have been
erased.
It has taken an ordinary life time to make
this tour. All my readers
could tell of just such
travels down memory
lane, but not all would be
content, as I am, to face
life's setting sun in the
shadow of old Concord
School house from which
more friends have gone
than are left.

Legislators delay marijuana bills consideration
FRANKFORT, Ky.
( AP)- Arguments heard
by an interim committee
last year on proposed stiffer marijuana penalties
have been repeated
before the House Committee on JudiciaryCriminal.
The committee on
Wednesday delayed consideration of three
measures related to
growing, using and selling marijuana-.

Although the sponsors
claimed the measures
would deter the marijuana trade, not even
State Police Commissioner Marion Campbell
viewed the legislation as
a final cure.
And G.atewood
Galbraith of Lexington,
head of Kentucky Marijuana Guild Inc., said the
bills are doomed to
failure.
Among other problems

,the committee faces is

choosing between two
measures aimed at making punishment harsher
for possession and
transfer of the drug.
The version sponsored
by Rep. Herman Rattliff,
R-Campbellsville, would
make it a felony to sell or
transfer eight ounces or
more of marijuana. The
similar measure by Rep.
Dottie Priddy, D Louisville, uses one

pound as the threshhold.
Each claimed his or her
bill had a better chance of
getting through the
legislature.
A third bill, by Rattliff,
would make it a felony to
cultivate or harvest 25 or
more' marijuana plants,
but critics on the committee saw defects there, too.
"We're trying to go
after the pusher and producer, not concern
ourselves with the teen-

ager caught smoking,"
Rattliff said.
Ms. Priddy's version is
a refinement of a bill
passed by the 1980
General Assembly and
vetoed by Gov. John Y.
Brown Jr. because the
penalties for young people were too severe.
She said the new bill
"goes solve the governor's problem."
As expected, all the
measures were endorsed

by state police officials
and Attorney General
Steven Beshear.
As expected, Galbraith
contended the problem
was being approached in
the wrong way and would
be counterproductive.
Campbell said Kentucky is among the top
five in states growing
marijuana and "maybe
second only kr) California."

HEALTH

Foundation director assumes duties

Sedate or just tranquil?
Lawrence E. Lamb.101.13.

"Everything is here at
Wesley Foundation for an
exciting and fulfilling
_ministrysaid the Re
Rick Kirchoff, newly appointed director of the
United Methodist campus
facility at Murray State
University.
Kirchoff moved to Murray from Paducah and
assumed his duties Jan. 1
to succeed the Rev. Fred
Morton, now assistant
minister of St. Luke's
United Methodist Church,
Memphis.
A native of Memphis,
Kirchoff graduated from
Lambuth College,

Jackson, Tenn., with a reside at parsonage, 1612
degree in business. He Sunset Boulevard.
has earned both a
A public reception to
Masters in Divinity and_ meet the, Kirchoff family.
in Christian Education .will be Sunday, Jan. 17,
from • United Methodist from 2:30 to 4 p.m. at the
Theological Seminary of new Wesley Foundation
Ohio.
Building, 1315 Payne-St.
HIS first assignment
Kfrchoff also will speak
was with Calvary - at the 10:50 a.m. service
Longview, Memphis. He Sunday at First United
also has served at St. Methodist Church.
Mark's Church,Paducah,
Returning and new
and was serving Arcadia students at Murray State
Church, Paducah, when met Kirchoff Wednesday
appointed to his present afternoon during the first
Chip and Dip get-together
position.
Kirchoff, his wife, for the new semester at
Jane, and their two the foundation.
children, Chris and Julie.
"Winter Warm-up" in-

DEAR DR. LAMB - I am
down - makes you sedate. your own abruptly. Naquival and break the skin. The
hopelessl confused about_..The effects really depend contains reserpine (serpasil) wElps come and go and I get
- the worst itching spells at
the difference between seda- upon how much the brain is whiehis classified as a tracitives and tranquilizers Or is- --depressed by drug action. quilizer.,Aldomet is none of,- night.
there any difference? You Hence sedation, drug hypno- these.
I am sending you The
hear so much about the dan- sis and general anesthesia
DEAR READER - Most
gers of tranquilizers and I are all just increasing Health Letter number 12-2, hives are allergic reactions,
want to know if they are degrees of response even to Sedatives, Hypnotics and and a lot of these :are food
Tranquilizers: The Pill Prob- allergies. Antihistaminics
moredangerous than seda- the same drug.
lem, which gives you a list of which you are probably taktives.
Tranquilizers are sup- the commonly used medi- ing often help.
I have high blood pressure
and my doctor gives me posed to just make you tran- cines and their actions. OthIn other cases an effort to
Aidomet, Naquival and quil - eliminate anxiety. ers who want this issue can find and remove the subObviously
there
is
not
much
send
75
cents
with
a
long, stance a person is allergic to
phenobarbital. Is phenobarbital a sedative or a tran- difference between being .stamped, self-addressed is necessary. If it is fodd, you
transedate
and
being
made
envelope for it to me, in care may need to be tested with
quilizer? Will it cause me to
get addicted like some of the quil - except for advertis- of this newspaper, P 0 Box an elimination diet to identia
purposes
there
is
not
ing
1551. Radio City Station,
tranquilizers do? I know I
fy the item or items. You'll
have to have my blood pres- dime's worth of difference. New York, NY 10019. There need professional help on
these
medicines
And
all
of
are blood pressure medisure.controlled but at age 72
this but the technique is to
I sure don't want to become have at least a mild hypnotic cines which are none of remove for four weeks the
effect, making you sleepy.
these, such as Inderal.
a drug addict.
most notorious excitants:
DEAR READER - The
The oldest hypnotic-sedaDEAR DR. LAMB - My milk, egg, seafood, nuts,
separation of sedatives from
tive is alcohol used to doctor said he thinks my seeds, clocolate, orange,
tranquilizers is a bit arbi- relieve the discomfort of problem is hives. Is there tomato. And, of course,
trary because almost all anxiety or stress; it is a any cure -for them? He avoid foods that are hidden
tranquilizers have a sedative brain depressant. Phenobar- changed my medicines and sources of these items, such
action. Traditionally the bital also falls into this class after all the testing I still as eggs in ice cream. After
medicines, used for sedation and you can become depend- have the itch. Big red welps four weeks if that works you
WASH/NGTON (AP)- sions -impede putting in
were called hypnotics and ent upon it and have adverse pop up in different parts of can carefully add one item
sedatives. The hypnotics reactions when it is stopped my body and itch like hell. it a time to return to using,. Oil-burning utilities in place new plants that
induced sleep (sleeping pills) abruptly - withdrawal The welps don't have any those foods that you are not Several states are finding burn coal," Samples,told
and sedatives calmed you symptoms. So don't Quit on secretion unless I scratch allergic to.
it easier to pass the a Joint Economic Com-

eluding a chili dog supper
will be Sunday at 7 p.m.
at the foundation. The
new:director will speak
following the meal.
The regular Wednesday night Bible study will
open with a session on
"Sermon on the Mount"
at 9 p.m. Wednesday,
Jan. 20.
Kirchoff said Wesley
Foundation is open from 9
a.m. to 11 p.m. daily and
students and townspeople
are welcome to visit
anytime. Kay Gunton,
secretary and greeter,
also will be working at
the foundation.

Oil-burning-utilities pass on costs

u..3:14.7 DO `.(OU
THINK, MA'AM?

THIS i5 THE UNIFORM
MY 6RAMPA WORE
WHEN HE WAS AN MP
IN WORLD WAR II

JUST THOUGHT I'D SHOW
YOU HOW THIS KINC,
OF DUTY SORT OF RUNS

DOESN'T DO MUCH FOR
`110U, HUH, MA'AM'

IN OUR FAMILX...

I'M HAPPY
BECAUSE
WE BURNED,
THEM--

WONDER
YOU LOOK50 HAPPY

_

higher cost of oil on to
customers than to get
rate increases needed to
convert to coal, a coal industry spokesman says.
Gene Samples, chief
executive officer of Consolidation Coal Co. and
chairman of the National
Coal Association, asked
Wednesday that the
federal government
study "how public utility
commissions address
rate making in respect to
raising capital for new investmeht."
Procedures now used
by some state commis-

markets," he said.
Alan Dorris, president
of the. Coalstream
Pipeline Co., said that
mittee hearing on the role without thelight of emiof coal in revitalizing the nent domain, a proposed
1,500-mile slurry pipeline
economy.
Declaring that "an effi- from the Illinois and Apcient, competitive coal- palachian coal fields to
transportation system is
crucial to coal's price
stability," Samples urged
the federal government
alit
to grant the right of eminent- domain to coal
slurry pipelines, which
would let them take over
property needed for 2. Notice
rights-of-way.
This would offer "a
sure way to give the
railroads the needed
competitiosifor coal

JAN -

IS LT. FUZZ
WERE? OR

4441CH ONE DO YOU
WANT TO SEE

WOULD THE LESSER OF THE
TWO EVILS STEP OUT i-IERE?
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Save 25% On her
Heavy-Duty Lifetime
Warranty Shacks Installed. What?
ECONOMY TIRE
&SERVICE
203 Ma St.
Marray, Ky.

I

1 Facial
feature
6 Less
11 Fixed
portion
13 Sea soldier
is Exists
15 Advance in
rank
17 Scale note
18 Party Item
20 Time period
21 Obtain
22 Lampreys
24 Illuminated
25 Novel
heroine
26 Harvest
28 Toils
30 Declare
32 Weaving
machine
33 Worships
35 Merry
37 Ending with
what or how
38 = the line
Supercilious
40
person
42 Conducted
43 Chief artery
45 Compass
point
46 Printer's
measure
47 Commissions
49 Cookie lava
50 Cut of meat
• 52 Takes as
, one's own
54 Lions and
Tigers
55 Rain and hail
DOWN
I Newlywed

2 Simpler
3 Near
4 Rend
5 Fishing
boat
6 Small rips
7 Anger
8 Nickel
symbol
9 Except that
10 Chairs
12 Christmas
song
13 Deadly
16 Post
19 Begged
21 Relevant
23 Relish
25 Instruments
27 Through
29 Marsh
31 Sharp reply
33 Thoroughfare
34 North Armin-

Answer to Wedsieeda
‘ y's Puzzle

MCC OUOU CIOU
UMW COW: CM
OUBOUL) OU BCD
[AMU UU000
CLABOUWOU
UMBILU CUL BOO
VU ODE IBUO OE
UUU COU ODOM
WU NUOMOCO
MUUM EMU
EMU DU =COM
UM UAW LIMO
UM LULL 0121310
can rail
36 Give
37 Choose
39 Italian
volcano
41 Lion Or tger

43 War god
44 Sums up
47 Shade tree
48 The sun
51 Bye
53 Hebrew letter

Join thefight...
Agieinst cancer by helping the
P4cDowell Cancer Fausdionon raise
hinds to build a cancer center for
Kentuckian.
!Wadding our goal of $19 minion
depends on the generality of people
like you
Mean send contributions to
McDOWELL CANCER FOUNDA
MN,915 South Limestone Les
ingion. Kentucky 40536
All donations-will be matched by
Mrs hiring Mackey of Calumet
•itnii,
Farm

•

; ENE I

utilities in Georgia and
Florida can never be
built.
He said that under
pressure from the
railroads, most state
legislatures refuse to
grant eminent domain to
coalpipelines. _ _
--

2. Notice
70 Model Dawn
12' by 55' For Salo.
Cali • 753-0193
after 6:00 p.m.
We can copy your old
family photos while you
wait ond you con tote the
original print home,
without tear of loss

Carter
Studio
300 Mein

253 8291

GOLD & SILVER
WHOLESALE JEWELERS INC.
Olympic Plaza
14K Gold chains 16"
$12.95
14 K Gold Chains 18'
F$1og
1oi
6f9n5 Hoorn $3.85
Free Gold Gift With
Each $50.00 Parchase.
Opm 9 a.m.-9
753-7113
r

NOTICE
1981 UNPAID CITY OF MURRAY PROPERTY
TAXES BECAME DELINQUENT AS OF JANUARY 1,
1982. PLEASE CHECK WITH THE CITY CLERK'S
OW/17634224 FOR THE CORRECT AMOUNT
Of TAXIS HI.
JO CRASS,
CITY CLERK

*
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22. Musical

2. Notice

5. Lost and Found

Mother Goose Night and
Day Care Center.
Former location of Tiny
Tots is now open under
new ownership and
management Open 6
days a week, 6 30a.m
5 15p m , 6 : 30p.m.
10:30p.m. Call 753 0191
or 492 8908.

Found orange and white
male cat in Canterbury
area Call 753 0273

Riser
Neale s Nets
'10 to '40 Off.
lee Drew
hiss bets
'29.95
Om solve
wall Iltrckeelise
Vs Off
kits Straw Netsshirts,
cuts al laellags
Vermin's
Western Store
Olympic Mese
753-7113
9-9 Deily
1-6 Seedily

9. Situation Wanted
I will clean houses, sit
with sick people, or
Experienced
babysit
and can give re
ferences. 759 9241.
Mother of 2 age 30
desires to keep babieS
or small children
time or full time, days.'
night. 759 1692.

SPINET CON OLE
PIANO FOR SALE
Wonted: Responsible
party to take over
piene. Cen be seem
locally. Write Mr.
Powers, Box 327,
Carlyle, Illinois
62231.

• PIANO
FOR SALE

14. Want to Buy
Want to buy junk cars.
Call 471-8838 after 5pm.
We buy standing timber
Highest
of all types
prices are paid. Call
Edmonson Logging at
235-5748, 235-5648, Cadiz,
Ky.

Msstod: Rospeesele ports
to Gismo soma meat*
payments so spates /consols
piano. Can bo wee locally.
Writ*: (ifficlia• phone
neiwbor) Credit Menoger,
P.O. S. 521, Ileckoineyor,
Ill 62219

15. Articles for Sale
AB Dick 695 Copier. 3
years old Cost $2415.
new $900. Phone 7539204.

23. Exterminating

16 Home Furnishings
Printing business for 30in. Gas Stove. Set of
sale. Located in Paris, gas logs. Call 759-1829
Tn. $23,000. Phone 901 after 5p.m.
593-3861 after 5p.m
Blond bedroom set
trimmed in gold, double
canopy bed. Desk with
hutch and chair, 3
LEO'S
drawer chest with
FlEE
bookcase top, 4 drawer
DIAMOND
night stand. Sears 2
manual organ in a wood
DRAWING.
cabinet with rhythm
section. These can be
GOLD-SILVERseen after 5p.m. at 1008
GEMS
Sharp St. or call
753-0309.
ipodein LC.D. Welsbies
King size bed, mattress.
$14. beesed heelers
$375. Call 436-2249 any111421. Misr 1 deb
time after 4p.m.
$4.911. She awe deg
Wh•ite French Prti$6.04. BM Is.. 691b
vincial bedroom suite.
fee welsh. Mika 33%
753-3064 after 4:30.
MI
bed medal br
Pasty, met expeeshe.
UMW hi Usage belt?
19. Farm Equipment
w) 494 N. 1116 753,
1
Five foot bush hog, 6ft.
9199. kers 111.5 Tees.disk, sub-soiler, 12ft.
M.; le tad Oef be. II
metal gate, stay rite
Mee.
pump lhp., basement
sump pump, truck top
Per for long wheel base,
THE --APPLE TREE -Weed chopper fence
SCHOOL provides charger, go-cart. 753
quality child care and 7791.
educational programs
for ages 2 and older.
Openings for a limited
We boveAre 20.8 it
number of children are
38 Rice eed cam tires
now available. 1503
for $400.
Stadium View Dr. 7539356.

753-059S

5. Lost and Found _

Orange and white - female setter bird dog lost '20. Sports Equipment
in vicinity of Almo.
Reward. 3546519 or Model 36 Smith 8,
Wesson Chief Special.
437-4254 anytime.
New in box. $300. Call
lost
leather
purse
Small
753-8184.
in Big John's Parking
Lat. Please return. New nichol plated 357
Need medical alert Smith & Wesson model
19 pistol. Home 6a.m. to
card. 137-4588.
lp.m. 753-7646, work
2p.m. to I lp.m. 753-9614.
6. Help Wanted
AN OHIO OIL CO.
offers high income, plus
cash bbnuses, benefits
to mature person in
Murray area. Regardlss of experience,
write M.T. Read,
American Lubricants
Co., Box 696, Dayton,
• Ohio 45401.
Auto Mechanic must
..:have alignment experience. 85, 6 days per
week. $4.50 per hour
plus commission. Benefits provided. Action
Personnel 753-6532.
TEXAS OIL COMPANY
neeas mature person
for short trips surrounding Murray. Contact customers. We
train. Write D C. Dick,
Pres. Southwestern
Petroleum, Ft. Worth,
Tx. 76101.

22. Musical
WANTED
Rospeesige party to
she up permits is
Ike mew pima.

CLAYTONS

Kelley's Termite
& Pest Control
Plates 753-3914

24. Miscellaneous
1 4 K T. gold ladies
watch. Has almost 1 and
one quarter ounces of
gold in watch Face has
diamond on 2 sides.
753-0309.
4 L.60-15 belted tires
outline white letters.
Like new. $200. 753-8590.
AAA CUSTOM MADE
CABINETS, bookcases,
music centers, etc.
Reasonable. 436 2566.
Firewood. Order now
and burn seasoned wood
this winter. 436-2758.
Firewood. Seasoned or
unseasoned. $25. rick
delivered. Call 436-2744
after Spm.
Kero-Sun Heaters.
Omni 15 $1 4 7.99,
Moonlighter $154.99,
Radiant 8 $162.99,
Radiant 10 $209.99,
Radiant 36 $212.99.
Omni 85 5218.99, Omni
105 $24799. The Director $254.99. Wallen
Hardware Paris.
Large cdrrurated car
tons. Excelteht insula
Nan for out buildings.
Each weighs -10-13Ibs.
Can be picked up at 607
Maple St.
PERSONALIZE YOUR
JEANS, sweaters
shirts, purses, jackets,
robes, linen, etc.
FAYE'S MONOGRAMS
Dixieland Center 7537743.
SEASONED
FIREWOOD. Mixed
hardwoods 18" 24"
available. $27.50 a rick
delivered. Call John
Boyer at 753-8536.
Wood for Sale. $25 a
rick. Call 489 2101 or
489-2231.
Wood stove, washer and
dryer. Calf 436-5657..

28. Mobile Home Rentals
Two bedroom, car
Detect, new furniture,
central gas-110,01. See 84
Shady Oaks 7,53-5209.
Two bedroom trailer
near Murray. No pets.
Nice Call 159-Pitt.

32. Apts. For Rent

New whit they hal
The &aye kersseee
&Men. Nuts se
seeress size roree 18
beers is a gales if
kerosene.
WIGGNIS
FURNITURE
Nay.641 North
753-4566

_Spiart-farneele
Phis
Visstod: Iospoasblo party
to take seer low sootily
perms, Is spigot plea*.
Ca boss.. Web. Writ*
ere& eiesepr: P.O. tor
317 nolbesis. hol,46114

41. Public Sale

Available immediately,
well insalatea 5 room,
re decorated house near
Murray. 94 East
Couples. No pets.
$150. References. De
posit. 753-7551
Beautiful home 5 miles
east of Murray. 4 bed
room
3 bath, den,
central heat and air,
with heat pump. Re
decorated. Before 2p m
753 0858, after 4.30p m
753 8943.
Beautiful 3 bedroom
unfurnished, all electric
home on 5..9th. Available Thurs., Jan. 13th.
$250. per Month tent,
$150. deposit. Call 753
9829:

Air conditioners, stereo
,rune
equipment, I v. '
tape players Encyclo
pedia, Ford Pinto,
Clothes and lots of
miscellaneous 403 S
11th Jan 11 16, 9 5

Extra nice 2 bedroorft,
unfurnished duplex in
Westwood 5ttbd. With
fireplace, patio, stove,
refrigerator, dis hwasher, disposal and
washerdr yer hook up.
month plus de1265
759 1930 or
posit
305 792 5565.
One and 2 bedroom
apartments near downtown Murray. Call . 7534109 or 436 2844.
Nice furnished 1 bed
Inroom apartment
FOR
quire 100 5;13th St.
One bedroom furnished
RENT
apartment near hospi1 2 story only
tal. Couples preferred.
1/
492.8662 after 5p.m.
$165, Ashley
One bedroom furnished
wood heating unit.
apartment 1 block from
MSU. Air condition,
2 acres land.
wall to wall carpet. $75.
lakeway Shores. 2
deposit, $110. per
month. Call 759-4538.
level house, 3
One bedroom furnished
BR., fireplace and
apartment 121 North
next to fairgrounds. $90.
wood stove.
a month. 753-3139. Col;125. Duplex
lege boys preferred.
One bedroom furnished
opt., 3 rooms and
apartment. Near hospiboth. 2 blocks
suit
to
tal. Will repaint
tenant. Adults. No pets.
Kist of MSU.
Lease and deposit reApt. with 3
$150.
quired. Call 753 9208
after 4:00p.m.
rooms and bath.
Small furnished aparNewly decorated.
tment. Private. S90. No
chilren. No pets. See at
73340911
407 S. 8th.
•
Three apartments and 1
house. 3 miles from
is?
Ri
town. Call 753-8848.
& PROPERTY MANAGEMINT
Two bedroom apartment for rent. Range,
oven, refrigerator, dishwasher, disposal, Small 3 bedroom frame
washer and dryer house in Murray. Gas
hookup, air, carpet. No floor furnace, window
$135.
pets. One year lease and air conditioner.
$225 deposit required. month, $150. deposit.
$225 per month. Call References required.
753 1566 after 5p.m.
753 2622 or753-3865.
bedroom house
.=Three
Two bedroom duplex-•seMi-furnistred. Now'- for rent. Stoyg, re.
available. Panorama f riger at -or,
Shores. $175 month plus washerdryer, disdisposal.
utilities. Students con- hwasher and
$225 month, $100. desidered. 436-2755.
posit. References. 420 S.
Two bedroom duplex. 9th St. Call 753-5094.
Central heat and air. No
pets. Couple preferred. Three bedroom house
Clr:v to
$210. month. $200. de• unfurnished.
2414.
posit. Lease required. university. 489,
Call after 5p.m. Three room apartment,
1 bedroom. Electric
753-6699.
Wanted female room. heat, furnished. 753 6045
753-1579.
mate to share apart- or
ment. 759.9252 after Two bedroom brick
house 1 mile from city
4p.m.
limits. $175. with deposit and references.
33. Rooms for Rent
753.4502.
Furnished room 1 block
from MSU. Kitchen and Two bedroom nice
laundry facilities. $50. neighborhood. Highest
heat bill $25. Stove
month. Call 759-4538.
furnished, 6 month
room
furnished
Private
lease. $185 plus deposit.
for men students one 753 8198.
half block off campus.
Private entrance, kitchen, air condition,- 41.Public Sale
utilities furnished. $410
per semester. 1626
Hamilton. Call 753-1342
MANTIC INDOOR
or 753 8572.
YARD SALE &
Rooms for rent. One
block from university.
FLEA MARKET
Call 753-6933 or 753 1812.
ham -9 p.m. Feb 1 I 28

14. Houses for Rent
ON SALE

34. Houses for Rent

Five year old 3 bedroom
house. Carpeted, large
kitchen, insulated, water furnished. Near
Aurora. $195. plus de.
posit. 442-3877.
Option to buy. 3 acre,
nice 2 bedroom home.
Stove, refrigerator. 7
miles east of Murray on
280. All remodeled. $175.
month plus_ deposit.
436-2802.

Rena, Expo Culler spit
sired by Remy Dirndls
ChM. Dealers welcome.
Limited umber et bags.
Available for itformatioe op
Moli rectal call 1534515.
75311113.
Moving Sale • Sat., 8 3
513 S. 6th inside. Stereo,
pingpong table, toddlers
clothes, toys, tools,
clothes, low prices

26. TV-Radio
LARGE
SELECTION

225 L.P. FAIller St.(Amos hem OrmislIF
Specializing le linter Citimov

Hair Cuts $1.00
Shampoo, Shave and Neircet $2.7$
Opee Niers
Mon., Tres., Wod.,11iirs4h1;;IaL-

25" color $39.95
19" color, 13" col;
or, 19" 13/W

CLAYTONS

7:30-2:30 - 753.368.3

753-7575
27. Mobile Home Sales

FOR SALE

12x60 2 bedroom trailer.
Gas heat Delivered and
set up $3200. Call
753.7975.

1900 WOW Wee De Ville Full power and
air, one owner, local car, clean as new.

1968 Baron. Unfurnished. $2500. 4748838.
1977 Fleetwood 14x70. 2
bedroom, 2 baths, fur
nished. Call 753 4683
after 5p.m.
1978 3 bedroom mobile
home for sale or rent.
Located at Stella
-Trailer 'Court. Call 7534864.
Mobile home 1975 14x70.
3 bedroom, electric.
753 6815.

1981 Ohleaebile Cedes.%prime Came Power
and air. One owner, local trade in. Sharp!
980 Patties Greed Prix. One owner, local
trade in Clean as a Hounds tooth.
1977 Lieceln
in Sharp

Alerh V

One owner,local trode

1977 AMC Gremlie One owner, local trade
in.

30. Business Rentals

1977 Oldsmelene Delta 88. Two door, local
trade in Silver with red top. Sharp.

Mini
Worth-oats
Storage Specs
For Rost
753-4758

1977 Oldsmobile Delta Came. White with
gold top.

PURDOM
1404

' Oldsmobile, Pontiac, Cadillac
75s115

DPY AVAILABLE

41794.511731.Ford

I

f21.

ANELING
& MOLDING

45. Farms for Sale

PROCESS
MUIPMENT
PO.BOX 1479 PADUCAH, KY 42001 (502)554-0610.„

Wanted
DESIGNER
Designer draftsman with
mechanical experience. Growing
company offering excellent salary
and cbenefits. All replies held in
confidence. Please send your
resume to Gene Roeder, PEB, Inc.,
P. 0. Box 7506, Paducah KY
4200 I .

PROCESS
EQUIPMENT
$ BUILDERS,INC.
P.O.BOX 7506 PADUCAH, KY 42001-0364

Wonted:
ENGINEERS
One mechanical engineer with
structural experience and one electrical engineer with microprocessor
experience. Growing company offeting excellent salary and benefits.
All replies held. in confidence'.
Please send your resume to Carroll
Ladt, PEB, Inc., P 0 Box 7506;
IP.clducah, KY 42001
almalmmirseroar.

;

53. Servkii Offered

$550. All your plumbing and
air conditioning needs.
Purdom & Thurman
1969 Nova for sale. Call Also do carpentry, painting, roof
Insurance &
• after 5p.m. 747-4462.
ing and Concrete. All
Real Estate
1973 Buick Station _Wa
work done to safisfec
159-1465.
gon. $559.
Southside Court Sq.
lion. 753-2211
1973 Thunderbird. ReMurray, Kentucky
Asphalt driveways and
ouilt engine, folly
parking lots. sealed by
43. Real Estate
753-4451
mag
loaded,
wheels.
•
Sea -rs. For free
estimates call 753.2310.
v9ro1 14e1
alhie75
65. Monte
4.CC
970
195
FINAN,CIAL LIFE $
Automobile mechanic
SAVER. This beautiful Carlo. Body damaged. Will do work on auto759Call
1465.
$650.
spacious tour bedroom
matic and all gasoline
two bath home can be 1971 Ford Station Wa- engined trucks. All work
new
Purchased with._ or gon. Drives good,
without adjacent lot; inside. $575 or best guaranteed. Call 437
with or without rental offer. 753-9672.
4546.
COUNTRY
cabin. Take your pick 1974 Maverick. 2 door, 6 Concrete block and
and the owner will cylinder, air condition, brick work. 20 years
CHARM
FINANCE IT FOR YOU power steering and experience. Free esPeaceful country
at a fantastic rate. power brakes. Auto- timates. Call 753-5476.
goes with this
Special features: be- matic, 57,n0 miles.
Fence sales at Sears'
unique three
autiful creek and 436-2802.
now. Call Sears 753-2310
refrom
View
wooded
bedroom home in
1975 Grand Torino for free estimate for
enormous
deck,
dwood
Sport. Excellent condi
Graves County betfamily room with tion. 01550. 1972 Cadillac your needs.
ween Murray &
Furniture Stripping and
garcar
two
fireplace,
Coupe Deville. ExcelMayfield. Antique
age and much more at lent condition, 1.1.000. Repair. Call 753.7499.
an unbelievable price! 474-8838.
log beamed ceilings
GENERAL HOME
For more information
REPAIR. 15 years ex
in den and dining
ExcelFord
1976
Elite.
call SPANN REALTY
perience. Carpentry,
area, wood burning
$2000.
condition.
lent
ASSOC. now at 753 7724.
concrete, plumbing,
Call 753-8184.
Fisher Stove and
roofing, sliding. NO
1978 Cougar Mercury JOB TO SMALL. Free
central heat and
XR-7. Fully loaded. estimates. Days 474.
air. This is an exTake This
$3850. Call 75941465.
2359, nights 474-2276.
tremely neat
Home.. Please
1979 Luv 4,wheel drive General hauling. Lime,
Cedar-sided home
No kidding, owner like new. Call 7516132.
white rock, rip rap,
in quiet, private
8094Cit.ation. Sharp car. morter, sand, lumber,
must sell. He's 71593oo
location. Offered in
ties and machinery.
been transferred
the low $50's. Phone
from Murray to 1981 Datsun 310GX like Call 753-6626 after 6brri.
753-1222 for all inGuttering by Sears.
Omaha. He's leav- new. 753-7853
Sears continuous gutformation.
ing behind an •
terLinstalled for your
GOOD
assumable. loan.
specifications. Call
NEIGHBORHOOD
FOR SALE
Sears 753-2310 for free
Poor guy!'.We've
AND
estimate.
,got every con1977 Lincoln Mark V,
NEIGHBORS
K & K STUMP REMOfidence this home
one owner, local car,
VAL. Do you need stumps
Come see this three
will sell within the
loaded.
removed from your yard
bedroom, I it bath
month. Three
or land cleared . of
Purdom's
brick home with livbedrooms with
stumps? We can reing room, dining
movt stumps up to 24
delightful decor,
Oldsmobile
inches below the
room, family room,
beamed ceiling
Pontiac
-ground, leaving only
chain-link fenced
greatroom, pracCadillac
sawdust and chips. Call
backyard, large
tical utility and
for free estimates. Bob
1406 West Main
covered wooden
Kemp 435-4343 or Bob
fenced yard pro753-5315
Kemp Jr 435-4319.
deck, automatic
vides home for
Need work on your
garage door
your family. Dial
trees? Topping, prun50. Used Trucks
opener, central gas'
753-1492 now.
ing, shaping, complete
heat and insulated
1972 Semi. White freight removal ilnd more. Call
HALFWAY TO
just
Motor
$3000.
liner.
to TVA specificaHEAVEN
BOVER'S TREE
tions to help save on
SERVICE for Pro
or maybe even overhauled 474 8838.
1974 GMC Sprint. Ex- fesSional tree care.
those winter heat
closer
cellent- condition. $1395.
bills. All this and ofRow cropping, 1803 College Farm 1.53-11.534.
Professional
fered in the low
livestock or a com- Road.
paperhanging, painting,
$50's through Kopbination of both farm buildings, top,
Services
Offered
53.
711
perud Realty,
tobacco barn,
sides, commercial or
Main Street.
milkhouse, far- ALCDA_ A.LUMINUM residential'. Call
Farris.'
rowing house, year SIDING or vinyl siding Tremon
and -trim. Aluminum 759-1987.
spring-fed
round
trim for brick houses. Sammy Tidwell Paintcreek runs through Jack tlover 753-1873.
ing Contractor. ExShoot.
a
into
the property
APPLIANCE SER- perienced interior and
Realty
30-acre water shed
wc oar..AIIRD
VICE, KENMORE, exterior painting. Free
lake. Oh yes', WtitRLPOOL and estimates. Call 753.4686
Office Coast to Coact
WESTINGHOUSE. 20 or 753-0487.
ladies, there is a
Boyers from feerywhore
years exp'efience. Tree trimming and
four bedroom
Bobby Hopper, Bob's removal. Hedges and
Male Sehrice Sine I910
brick home Appliance Service, 203 S shrubs. Firewood. 753, 1912 Coldwater Reed
5476.
pampered by its 5th. 753-4872 or 753 8886.
Money, Kiwiteelty 42171
(502)753-0116
owners. What Alexander Septic Tank Wet basement? We
swiss
more could you Cleaning. Vacuum make wet basements
your dry, work completely
lOf L. KENNON
ask? How about cleaned from
driveway. Industrial, guaranteed. Call or
Broker
financing you say? residential, or com- write: . Morgan ConLicensed leaded
We have that also
mercial. 24 hour struction Co. Rt. 2 Box
409 A Paducah, K y.
on this 293 acre service. Call 753-5933.
42001 or call day or
FINANC1A.L LIFE
country estate.
night 1-442-7026.
SAVER: This beautiful
Dial 753-1492 for
Aiming Service Ce.
spacious four bedroom,
personal
your
alma= all visyl shill,
two bath home can be
brochure on this
purchased with or
ROOFING
custom trim work.
without adjacent lot;
estate. After hours
BUILT-UP EL SHINGLES
Ed
Will
Call
Retereects.
with or without rental
dial 436-2166.
References. All work
Bailey, 153-I6119.
cabin. Take your pick
guaranteed. Free
and the owner will
Estimates. Call 759FINANCE IT FOR YOU
Will sharpen hand saws,
1859 or 753-6581.
at a fantastic rate.
chain saws and skill
4pecial features: be--sows-Co14-753-4456.
autiful creel a tfir
wooded view from reLIMMA MIS, REALTORS®
dwood deck, enormous
1200 Sycamore
with
family._r_o_om
¼.v . Kertrudry 42071- gar
fireplace, two car
(502)753-1192
at
age and much more
an unbelievable price!
For more information 44. Lots for Sale
Wir
call SPANN REALTY
Approximately 44 acres
ASSOC. now at 753 7724.
on corner of Penny road
and Spring Creek
Church road. Call 4892425.

b.

HORNBUCKLE BARBER
SHOP

It Used Cars

43. Real Estate

JUST

Forty seven aeres on
Hwy 9/ West. Call
7591987.

46. Homes for Sale
COMPLET D'And ready for a new
owner. Three
bedroom-9:r -great
room, three full
baths, very _attractive kitchen, large
utility room and
two car garage.
Located in new
development ada . e n.j t o
Gatesborough.
Immediate possession and priced in
the $70's. Owner
financing available.
Phone 753-1222, the
Kopperud Realty
Home Team.
HOME AND
130 ACRES
130 acre farm with
attractive 2
bedroom home and
several outbuildings only 8
miles sor.Seast of
Murras&)Acreage
incluocL.s approx6 tendable
{
imately 3
acres. Being sold to
settle estate. Phone
753-1222, Kopperuti
Realty, for Real
service ill Real
Estatc. „

3 bedroom brick house.
Carpet throughout, 2
ter-o..roomand den. 2 car
garage with large storage room. Call 489-2145
or 753 2493.
By owner one and one
half story, 3 bedroom.
Walnut kitchen
cabinets, flreptace,
basement, garage, low
utility bills, deep lot,
near hospital. 12.
financing avaitattfe with
$10,900 dgwn, $42,750:
Call 153-4710 after
5:30p.M.
Small 3 bedroom frame
house. in Murray. $11,
750.' Owner financing
available. 753 1566 after
5p.m.

47. Motorcycles

VA" AUTUMN OAK & 2 OTHERS$2.95 per :bat
6-PATTERNS $3.
32" Ali WOW 10 PATTERNS $
,
1.t

4-

1/4" B1ANDEX $4.49 per sheet
1/2" BIANDEX $5.95;
4,sent
5/8" PARTICAI. BOARD $3.45 tw shw

MOLDING
REG

'. CASING
BASE
;

CROWN

1971 Honda na. 1979
Ford Bronco Call 753
1236.
IT 175 Yamaha,- good
condition. Call 753 3107.

OSC

48. Auto Services

SHOE

Import Auto Salvage.
Repair that Opal,
volkswagon, Datsun,
Subaru. 'Fiat, Chevy
Luv, Capri Toyota,
Honda. Call 472 2325.

BATTEN

It Used Cars
1976 Grand 'Prix:" -fx
rellent condition. '759
1/02.11ter 3P.m •

1St

CAP

STOP

syl Wit

il3

1.92
2.62
2.18
1.48
.97
1.41 .
1.00
.79

.96
1.31
1.09
.74
.49

1.•20
.

-

'117'

4
.
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'OBITUARIES]
Ernest Cotes
dies; rites
Saturday

I-

Ernest Cates, 90, 1001
Johnny Robertson Rd.,
died. Wednesday at 2:10
p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
A retired carpenter, he
was born Nov. 9, 1891. He
was a member of Pleasant Grove Baptist
Church and *Rizpah
Shrine Temple, Madisonville.
Cates is survived by a
grandson, Stephen A.
Roberts, Marion.
Services will be Saturday at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of BarnettStrother Funeral Home,
Madisonville. Burial will
fotlow in Oddfellow
Cemetery there.
Visitation will be after 6
p.m. Friday at J. IL
Churchill Funeral Home.
The body will be transferred to the Madisonville
funeral home with visitation there after 10 a.m.
Saturday.

Ittir,41.t%

I ii.,rs1I 1(171:

WASHINGTON (AP) —
What started as a minor
mishap turned into slowmotion terror when a subway operator backed a
packed train that had
started down the wrong
track into .a concrete
divider, killing three people and injuring two
dozen others.
The first fatal accident
on the capital's showcase
subway system occurred
during the afternoon rush
hour Wednesday, less
than 30 minutes after an
Air Florida jet crashed
into a bridge in a severe
snowstorm and plunged
into the Potomac River,
killing 80 people.
Joe Sheard, director of
rail operations for
Washington Metropolitan
Area Transit Authority —
Metro — said it started
when a switch being
operated manually was
set the wrong way and
headed the train down the
wrong track near the
Smithsonian station.
When the operator

slowly backed up the
train, the lead car moved
diagonally because its
front wheels remained on
the wrong track while its
rear wheels were rolling
down the other track.
That skewing movement caused the car to
impale itself on a concrete divider separating
the two rails, ripping
open a 15-foot section of
the car wall, buckling the
roof and tear/fig up about
eightsets of seats.
Cody Pfanstiehl, a
Metro spokesman, said
155 people, including up
to 80 standees,could have
been crowded into the
car. The train had six
.•
cars.
It took firemen using
power tools a half hour to
cut through the car's
walls to. free several
pinnedin passengers and
up to two hours. to
evacuate everyone
through the tunnels.
When Metro officials
took reporters on a tour of
the scene Wednesday

breeders and track executives and State Racing Commission Chairman William Sturgill is
expected to be introduced
in the current session of
the legislature to permit
a form of teletrack betting in Kentucky.
The opinion had been
requested by the
Legislative Research
Commission to cletei wine
if the Racing Commission
could allow such a system
under current law.
The proposed bill is expected to allow each of
Kentucky's four
thoroughbred race tracks
to operate one off-track
betting pavilion, either on
its own premises or
within a 15-mile radius.
The tracks would accept wagers on .one
another's daily racing
cards and televise, the
races for bettors.
The tracks would also
be allowed to take wagers
on major races in other
states or countries.
The bill is being drafted
in opposition to a
legislative package backed by trainers and small
owners that was pre-filed
by a joint interim
legislative committee.

litdividual
Medlin)*
itituity

night, the only remnants manager of transit
of the commuters were a - authority, said • an inknitted scarLand a paper- dependent board of inback book, "The quiry composed of four
Wilderness Reader," ly- subway experts from
ing beside the car.
New York, Chicago and
Passengers, many of
.San Francisco will inthem federal workers vestigate the crash to
sent home early because 'examine our procedures
of heavy snow, told of and correct anything that
panic in the crowdedvar. might need correcting.''
The motorman said
Authorities did not imover an intercom, "Let mediately release the
me know when I'm identities.of the victims,
cleared," said passrager two women and a man.
Susan, Larrick, 24, -of
Silver Spring, Md.
"It was impossible to
fall....It was sonigthialg IndustrIal A,erege
2.95
out of a slow-motion
35% +1s
Air Prodik-ts
movie," said Arthur American Motors
• 2% mix
.....21% -ko
4shland
Hastings of Bowie, Md. American
59% + Si
Telephone
"It split open like a can. Chrysler
.e• +Si
unc
Ford
.
People were screaming, GAP
14% +%
224 +4
General Dynamics .
yelling."
341% +
General Motors
"People were scream- General Tire .......
21%
10/
1
2 -/
1
2
Goodrich
ing when they saw the car. Goodyear
-Ira
going in" to the tall Golf Oil
none
Heublein
304 -Si
divider, said Mark Lysne, IBM.
57% +'s
Jenco
16%11 16A4A
28, of Falls Church, Va. Kmart
16 +
-There was nothing Penwalt
No Trade
Oats
Qaaker
..
13 -%
wrong until they started Texaco...
31% -%
US
Tobacco
4354
one
backing up.Weidy's
13% +%
Richard Page, general C E.F'. Fund
12.31

it can help you
set a portion of
Your income
aside novefbr
future enjoyment
free from current
income tax.

Stock market

FOR DETAILS SEE OR CALL

Jane RogersRogers
753-9627
Murray
201 S. 6th
State Farm Lite Insurance Company Hornebtfice Bloomington. lhOiS

Like a good neighbor, State Farm is there.
-m.,...‘R-S..‘",-"X---TIT

State legislators to consider
off-track betting proposal
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(AP — It apparently will
be up to the General
Assembly whether Kentucky has off-track betting.
An advisory opinion
issued Wednesday by the
state Attorney General's
office said that a proposed "teletrack" system of
off-track betting would be
illegal- under existingstate law. .
Assistant Attorney
General Christopher
Johnson said that under
present law, "panmutuel wagering may be
conducted only by a
licensed racing association holding a race -and
such wagering can be
conducted only on that
association's 'licensed
premises' or 'within the
enclosure' of the track
where the race is being
held.
"No association may
conduct wagering on any
race being held by
another association,"
Johnson said in the advisory opinion.
However, Johnson said
the General Assembly
has the authority to
legalize a teletrack
system of wagering or
some other form of offtrack betting if it desires.
The .teletrack system
consists of opening licensed tracks for the purpose
of taking bets on televised
races being conducted at
other tracks.
There apparettly- 15--a-division within the horse
industry over the issue of
off-trackbetting. A bill backed by Kentucky's major horse

State Farm's

Subway accident fatal to three

MosterCord

adie IhaeK

undreds ot
Price Cuts at Unadvertised
Store
les and Radio S
Dears' Particitihackpang

Digital Display Stereo Receiver

Hi-Fi Stereo Headphones—
Music to Your Ears

40% Off!

Noyag-PRO by Realistic

0 0

a 00 00

0

0 0

0

0

Cut 41%
8

'

/S1
.
7t

•

Save $120
95
Reg.
299.95

25 watts per channel, minimum rms into
8 ohms from 20-20,000 Hz, with no more
than 0.05% total harmonic distortion

STA-720

Discover private stereo
hastening! Dual volume/
balance controls,,2020,000 Hz response.
Foam-filled earcushions,
padded, adjustable
headband, 10' coiled
cord. 1/4" plug. #33-1014

by Realistice

• LED Frequency Display
• Auto-Magic Fine-Tunes FM
Buy now at this amazing low price! Features phase-locked loop circuit for full
stereo channel separation. Only 33/4" high!
#31-1997

............................................................................................................

Save Even More on This Complete System!

Our Best Battery Tester

By Realistic

By Microntae

Federal-State Market News Service
January 14, 1982
Railway Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes6 Buying Stations
Receipts: Act. 379 Est. Me Barrows & Gilts
higher Sews 40-1.00 higher
1/51-111111441 lbs.
.$45.1104450
US.
221•45iTtPF-US 2-3 251-270 lbs
..S43.75-44.75
Sows
US 1-2 2715350 lbs
*3500.3650
3.1S
P6.00-57.50
US*1-3 450-5101k
$37.10-4elm
US 1-30l5420 lbs
*00.05.4205
US 2438•400lbs
$35.111.36.00
8aars31.11143.11

•••

Cute
1- 0080

Save 20%

Reg. Seim rife Hem's-1'379-.80

• Realistic STA-720 AM/FM Stereo Receiver
• Two MC-1401 Walnut verreer Speakers
• LAB-290 Belt-Drive Automatic Turntable,
$29.95 Realistic/Shure R47EDT Magnetic
Cartridge, Dust Cover

v
22 5

Tests almost any battery under
"load" conditions. 1.5/6/9/15/
22.5-volt test ranges. Two colorcoded scales for regular and
mercury-type batteries. With
test leads. #22-030

11111

0 0 al
Superb Stereo Sdund!

44%
f
- rr
.1ft2

Weatheradie Cube Low-Cost LCD

Scientific
Calculator

By Realistic-

.P1.10

RED TAG
SALE!

LOOK FOR
THE RED
TAGS AND
SAVE!
H

Hog market

5111
00
DRIVEN
ARE
WE
DISCOUNT PRICED!

;WV

-•••=...‘r

EC-476 by

a

-7SW-A LISf7C

Radio Shack
AIM

wale

No Wiring
To Install!

Save
27%
Batter y

Manufacturer's Rep. Demo. has
less than 6,000 miles on it. Carries
a full 12 month, 18,000 mile warranty! Go where you want to go,
.when you wont to go, and save
money, too, on this special buy at

MURRAY DATSUN,
CHRYSLER, DODGE
604 So. 12th Street

extra

#12-181

Cut
17% 1495

I5

Reg.Separate
Items 113.94

215
?
5
1'

Reg.
17.95

No commercials, no interruptions—continuous weather info
from government VHF stations.
Handsome 3" cube, in simulated rosewood:fits anywhere.

421-940

I

,.co wcisa Arnwic

Great for math students—forty singlefunction keys make jt easy to use.8-digit
display, independent memory register.
GI - • reeiradian/grad switch, more. With
lose -hour batteries, leatherette billfold
case #65-656

274-331

Everything you need to get "on-the-air"
fast! Entire system sets up in just two
minutes! Includes TRC-410 2-way CB
radio, magnetic mount antenna, portable
hump mount, auto lighter plug. With this
system, help, directioni and the latest highway information are just a call away!

Phone Book for the Rambo:leek Store or Dealer Nearest You
Check Your
sToRES

PRICES MAY VARY AT INDIL!num_

AND DEALERS

A DIVISION OF TANDY CORPORATION

t

Sale Starts Thurs. Jan 14

hoe

WINTER CLEARANCE'
5 10-1s1 5,11.ac°kb ,:uroh:
BEST

COPY AVAILABLE
.k.

